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Welcome
Your portfolio has the power 
to catapult your creative 
career to the next level. 
A cleverly compiled folio will 
showcase the breadth of your 
skills, delivering impact, information 
and standout design, while also 
influencing your future creative 
direction. So how do you transform 
a quick browse of your folio into 
a paying commission or dream 
new job?

This special issue from the 
makers of Computer Arts brings 
you cutting-edge portfolio strategy. 
Whether you’re looking to land new 
work, climb the career ladder or 
raise your professional standing, 
we bring you everything you need 
to know to assemble the perfect 
creative portfolio.

Julia Sagar
Editor, Computer Arts Presents
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GOLDEN 
RULES
Y our portfolio is the gateway to your creative 

work. It shows what you’re capable of, what 
skills you can offer, how you generate ideas 

and answer briefs, and what makes you a valuable 
creative asset. When crafted well, it’s your ticket to 
new clients, commissions and career highs. 

Yet too many people are unaware of the basic 
rules for designing a winning portfolio. Whether it’s 
online or in print, your calling card must deliver 
impact and information; it must show your creative 
development without becoming stale; and it must 
only show your best work, while at the same time 
demonstrating the breadth of your capabilities.

In this chapter, we explore portfolio strategy. 
Whether your folio is digital or physical, the advice 
provided here will help you turn a showcase of your 
skills into a job opportunity or paying commission.
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How do the industry’s finest designers 
transform a casual browse of a folio into 
paid work? With some fundamental rules

Whether it’s online, printed, a PDF that can 
be flicked through or a showreel streamed from 
your site, there are some classic rules to which 
all successful portfolios adhere – no matter 
what creative field you work in, or in what 
capacity – to win the interest of clients and 
employers. Follow them, and you’ll be able 
to transform your best work from the past into 
a well-paid brief or a brand-new salaried job.

Build a  
better folio

Build a  
better folio
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GOLDEN RULES  BUILD A BETTER FOLIO 

GIVE A CLEAR 
DIRECTION

Clients commission what they see. There’s little point 
packing a portfolio with work you have no interest in 
repeating. Too many people fall into this trap, and it 
can be a real creative killer. Whether it’s client-based or 
self-initiated, only show the type of work you want to do.

Only include your best work. It’s fine to a show a journey, 
but potential clients want to see what you’re capable of 
now, not a full history of your progression from college 
onwards. By only showing your best work you ensure 
you’re being judged solely on the quality of your output.

THINK QUALITY 
OVER QUANTITY

Make sure each piece you include has a story behind it 
that – if called upon to do so – you can elaborate upon. 
This means captioning your work and explaining what 
the brief was, who the project was created for, how 
your work was used and any other points of interest.

SHARE THE 
BACKSTORY

The first rule for all creative portfolios is: know your 
audience. As with any brief, consider the needs of your 
target viewers: who you are compiling your folio for, why 
are they looking at it and what do they want? This will 
give you a framework from which to present your skills.

KNOW YOUR 
AUDIENCE

Not literally. We all know this one: Keep It Simple, Stupid. 
This applies especially to portfolios, on or offline. Overly 
clever navigation, awkward loading pages and galleries, 
poor type choice – they’re all barriers between your work 
and a potential client. Always choose simple over clever.

KISS 
INTERFACES

Never let it get stale. Spend spare post-deadline time 
on updating your portfolio. Global agencies do this 
routinely, providing detailed case studies the day of 
launch. Get into the same mindset and keep your 
folio as fresh as it possibly can be. 

KEEP YOUR  
FOLIO FRESH
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INFORMATION OVERLOAD
Prospective clients or employers who 
view your portfolio won’t necessarily be 
familiar with your work. However, while 
it’s important to include key information, 
avoid cramming in too much, too soon. 
Your portfolio must always be clear and 
uncluttered – it’s not a CV.

BE HONEST
The industry is littered with stories 
of designers laying claim to being the 
creative driving force behind a project 
when it turns out they only did a few 
hours of artworking on it. Be honest 
about your involvement on a project; 
clients will check. And never, ever 
include anything that isn’t yours.

DON’T LOSE YOUR AUDIENCE
Your work needs to be easy to view and 
your portfolio should be easy to navigate, 
with clearly signposted bio and contact 
information – otherwise you’ll lose your 
audience. Whether you’re building an 
online folio or crafting a print version, 
make sure that your navigation is as 
seamless and intuitive as possible.

POOR WRITING
Even if words aren’t your strength, 
it’s worth spending time working with 
the copy in your portfolio. This means 
checking for spelling, grammatical errors, 
and obsolete phrases and words. Keep 
your copy clean and brief. If in doubt, 
get a few friends to proofread it for you. 

MAKING THEM WAIT
Loading screens: no one has the 
patience for them, especially not a busy 
art director trying to find a new creative 
source. Making anyone wait to get to 
your work is a huge fail – and this rule 
applies to all types of portfolio – so 
ensure your landing page loads fast and 
puts you and your work front and centre. 

GET YOUR STORY STRAIGHT
You can include a link to a downloadable 
resumé by all means, but creative 
directors need to sense progression 
and adaptation in your work – evidence 
that your skillset has grown. Stuffing 
a portfolio full of similar pieces isn’t 
advisable; show the breadth of your 
work in an ordered fashion.

six Classic 
portfolio pitfalls 

You get just a few seconds to make that all-important 
first impression, so ignore these pitfalls at your peril
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I want to see 

great, original 

ideas that are 

executed well 

and hopefully 

screaming  

with simplicity 

from beginning 

to end

PIERRE ODENDAAL
Chief creative officer, McCann Johannesburg

www.mccann.co.za

GOLDEN RULES  PORTFOLIO PITFALLS
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INVEST IN THE BASICS
You’ll need, at minimum, a capable DSLR, 
dependable all-round lens and tripod. For 
camera bodies, a mid-range DSLR – such as the 
Canon EOS 600D, 650D or 60D; or Nikon 
D3200, D5000 or D90 – is highly recommended. 
Standard lenses will do, but for creative shots 
and sharper depth of field upgrade your kit.  

LOOK INTO LIGHTING 
When shooting your portfolio, you need to 
ensure you capture your design work with total 
clarity, and good colour representation. To do so, 
it’ll help to invest in good quality lighting – 
whether you hire or buy it – as well as light 
reflectors to bounce light back onto your subject, 
and lighting umbrellas.

BE ORIGINAL
There are myriad clichés to avoid when shooting 
your portfolio work. Bulldog clips, washing lines, 
white-washed walls – they’ve all been done to 
death. Be original in how you present your work 
and avoid clichés as best you can. You’re aiming 
to stand out from the crowd, after all. 

BACKGROUNDS
Your work should be the central focus, but 
ensure your backgrounds are consistent. If you 
have access to a studio background stand, all 
the better. If not, think about using an old 
bed-sheet or a set of curtains, or perhaps you 
have access to some interesting brickwork or 
a wooden background. 

USE A DIFFUSER FLASH
Ensuring you have the correct lighting is crucial. 
There are dozens of excellent websites that will 
instruct you on the basics of lighting, but, at 
minimum, you need to ensure flat lighting with 
no shadows or blow-out areas. A good diffuser 
flash will help in this area.

SHOOTING MODES
If you have access to a light meter then you 
should be able to shoot in manual mode, taking 
control of both aperture and shutter speed. You 
could use a flash meter as well. Spend some 
time getting to know your lens and camera in 
manual mode – it’ll pay dividends in your final 
portfolio shots. 

GO RAW
For studio portrait work you’ll want to capture 
as much tonal information as possible before you 
edit your images – and that means shooting in 
RAW. Because RAW images are unprocessed, 
they can often look flat and dark on camera. 
Fear not, though, as they offer greater flexibility 
in post-production.

RETOUCHING
Use Photoshop to tweak colour levels and 
contrast, and ensure your final shots are  
blemish-free, uniformly cropped and punchy. 
Shooting RAW gives you additional post-
production options like darkening (burning) the 
highlights, while raising (dodging) the shadows, 
and properly tone-mapping an image.

Brilliant photography is an essential part of 
any winning portfolio, so make sure you 
capture your projects in their best light

shooting your  
design work
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Creatives are 

judged on their 

creativity and 

there’s always 

someone out 

there with 

more skills. 

Ideas make  

the difference

GLENN TUTSSEL
Executive creative director, Brand Union 

www.thebrandunion.com

GOLDEN RULES  SHOOTING YOUR WORK
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Filling in the gaps

SELF-INITIATED WORK
Including self-initiated projects in your 
portfolio means you can explore new 
areas of creativity, which often leads to 
work in these new fields. You might, for 
instance, be an illustrator keen to get into 
animation. Why not spend time creating a 
short just for your web portfolio? 

TEST YOURSELF
It’s essential to keep on honing and 
refining your creative skills. Set yourself 
a challenge, and fill your folio with the 
results. This could involve tackling a 
new style, or even creating a fake brief 
to work to in order to show the projects 
you want to be doing.

MAKE SURE IT FITS
Don’t include self-initiated work 
that’s old, tired and out of kilter with the 
direction in which you want to go. Rule 
number one of any folio is to ensure it 
remains fresh, especially for self-initiated 
work. Just because you’re fond of it 
doesn’t mean it should be included. 

GO PRO-BONO
Working for free is never encouraged, 
unless, of course, it gives you the chance 
to take on challenges that will lift your 
portfolio. Whether it’s a creative take on a 
wedding invite or a website for a friend’s 
business, treat it as a client job and 
include all the relevant information.

CHARITABLE WORKS
Charitable projects always sit nicely in a 
portfolio, especially when you’ve worked 
to a particularly creative brief for a 
relevant cause. Always make sure you 
include information about the purpose of 
the piece, and give an idea of what the 
brief asked for and how you solved it. 

COMPETITIONS
Including work that has been created 
for a design competition, submitted to 
a show or shortlisted for an award will 
give your portfolio a boost. Not only does 
competition work help promote your 
name, it shows you’re willing to engage 
with the industry and get out there.

Clients commission what they see. Whether you’re 
looking to add depth to your portfolio or land work in 
new fields, there are numerous ways to demonstrate 

your skills and conceptual thinking
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GOLDEN RULES  FILLING IN THE GAPS

For Brazilian-born artist, illustrator and 
typographer Eduardo Recife, investing time 
in non-commercial projects has enabled him 
to control the direction of his practice. He 
started Misprinted Type – his online 
“playground” for personal work – back in 
1998 as a vehicle for distributing his free 
fonts. The site quickly gained traction, 
attracting visitors from all over the world, and 
early this year Recife decided to merge his 
commercial portfolio with his personal site.

“I put my personal work online because 
it’s something I love doing,” he explains. “I 
don’t see it as a portfolio in order to get 
commissions, but rather as artworks. They 
have no client. They are just a way for me to 
communicate my thoughts, ideas and what’s 
in my soul. However, it’s definitely led to 
clients searching for me in order to create 
something for them in the same style as my 
personal works – 90 per cent of my clients 
reach me straight from my website – and I’ve 
had several art shows worldwide.”

 Recife, who’s worked for clients 
including the New York Times, Nike, HBO 
and FIFA, advises not concentrating too 
much on success: “Focus on your work 
instead,” he says. “If you market poor work, 
it won’t bring you any results. But if you 
develop and progress your work, it will 
become your own advertiser. Self-initiated 
projects, in my opinion, are a must for 
anyone who aims to work commercially.”

 Case study:
Self-initiated 
success

  EDUARDO RECIFE   
ARTIST, ILLUSTRATOR  
AND TYPOGRAPHER  
WWW.MISPRINTEDTYPE.COM

Brazilian creative Eduardo Recife found global fame 
through his personal site, Misprinted Type. He 
explains how to make your own success…
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portFOLIO ESSENTIALS

dO 
STAY FLEXIBLE
Treat your portfolio as a fluid 
expression of yourself and 
your work. It should evolve 
with your professional growth.

SPEAK THROUGH 
THE DESIGN
From the fonts you choose to 
the way you shoot your work, 
every visual element of your 
folio reflects your ethos and 
skill as a designer, so craft 
your voice carefully.

GET IT OUT THERE
Updated your portfolio? 
Let people know. Use the 
downtime between projects 
to send it to potential new 
clients. That new addition 
might be just what they’re 
looking for.

don’t 
MAKE A TIMELINE
Your portfolio should reflect 
your skills and experience, 
but don’t confuse taking 
the viewer on a journey 
with giving a chronology 
of your career. 

FORGET THE BASICS
Photograph your work in 
its best light. Use a lower 
aperture for extreme dramatic 
effect; and higher to keep 
more of the image in focus.

BORE VIEWERS WITH TEXT
Whatever folio format you 
choose, don’t write essays of 
copy to go with each project. 
Context is important, but 
keep explanations clear, 
brief and to the point 
or they won’t be read.



PORTFOLIO TRICKS

  Rule number one: know your audience. Who are 
they and what are their needs? This will provide the 
framework from which to flesh out your folio

   Your portfolio should deliver impact and originality. 
Only ever include your best work.

   You’ll be commissioned on what’s inside your folio, 
so make sure it’s the type of work you want to do in 
future. Don’t pad it out with work that you have 
no interest in repeating. 

   Give each project a brief backstory and provide 
context, explaining your involvement. Keep copy 
tight and have it proofread.

   Don’t create barriers to your work with fussy 
presentation or poor type choices. It will only 
frustrate the person looking at it. 

   Never pass the work of others off as your own. If 
you only did a few hours of artworking on it, then 
don’t include it or say so. It’s a small industry and 
a bad reputation is hard to shake. 

CHAPTER SUMMARY
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GOLDEN RULES  PORTFOLIO ESSENTIALS
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EFFECTIVE DIGITAL FOLIOS

Effective 
digital 
folios
T he fastest, cheapest and most effective 

way to increase the visibility of your work is 
online. With thousands of creative directors, 

potential clients and would-be employers scouring 
the internet for inspiration every day, it’s never been 
more important to have a slick digital calling card.

Today, amid the vast numbers of digital 
options available, the means for you to impress 
online are numerous and easy. Yet best practices 
still exist. The hard and fast rules of what makes 
a successful portfolio digitally are as relevant and 
necessary as when creating a physical folio. So 
how can you make sure your digital portfolio is 
better than those of your competitors and stands 
out for the right reasons? Turn over to find out. 
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Getting  
seen online

Getting  
seen online
Behance, WordPress, a bespoke folio site 

– there are myriad ways to exhibit your 
work, so choose the best options for you

As a creative, you’re awash with ways to 
serve your work to the digital world, requiring 
as much or as little effort as desired. In many 
cases, your digital portfolio will be the first 
introduction to your talent and professionalism 
that prospective clients, collaborators and 
employers will have, so it’s important to 
get it right. Here are your key options...  
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EFFECTIVE DIGITAL FOLIOS  GETTING SEEN ONLINE

WEB-BASED
 CMS

Nothing beats a bespoke site built on your 
own domain: you have complete control to 
put your content front and centre, while also 
tapping into your natural style. If you have the 
time, coding skills or money required then it’s 
worth it for the professional shine it adds – 
particularly if you work in web design. But 
there are many off-the-shelf options that will 
showcase your work just as effectively.  

Sites like Behance, Carbonmade, Cargo and 
Wix are specifically designed as folio hosting 
sites for designers, artists and photographers. 
Each has pros and cons, but being able to 
deep-link to specific areas of your portfolio, 
host video and gallery functions are common 
features. Hundreds of thousands of visitors 
pass through these each month, so it’s worth 
having a presence on some of these. 

Whether it be WordPress, Squarespace, 
Tumblr or similar option, a web-based 
CMS and accompanying site is a simple, 
achievable and professional-looking solution 
for your digital folio needs. Pick a theme or 
template, create your look and populate it 
with your work. Bespoke URLs are available 
for a fee as small as $2.99 a year – we’ve 
rounded up the best options on page 22.

While some of the options here offer mobile 
web versions, the likes of Livebooks, Sortfolio 
and FigDig include mobile-device friendly 
web apps built for small screens and perfect 
for digital business card linking. Your portfolio 
can be viewed, linked to and shared from 
phones and tablets, making them strong 
companions to a folio site. Flip to page 32 
for more on-the-move info.

BESPOKE 
WEBSITE

PORTFOLIO 
PLATFORM

MULTI-DEVICE
VERSIONS
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BEHANCE
URL: www.behance.net
FOR WHO: Designers, 
illustrators, web designers  
and photographers
COST: Free; ProSite is  
$11/month or $99/year
WHAT YOU GET: Basic: template 
options, 2GB space and gallery 
viewer. ProSite: Typekit support, 
full HD image support, bespoke 
URL, unlimited bandwidth and  
use of Google Analytics 
GOOD: Great tools and traffic 
viewing options; it’s had a billion 
views to date 
BAD: Nothing

CARBONMADE
URL: www.carbonmade.com
FOR WHO: Illustrators, designers
COST: Free; $12/month
WHAT YOU GET: Free: five 
projects, 35 images, templates 
and support. Paid for: 500 
images, 10 videos, domain 
builder and ad-free 
GOOD: Extremely easy  
to use; good templates 
BAD: Ads on free option

CARGO COLLECTIVE
URL: www.cargocollective.com
FOR WHO: Designers, illustrators 
COST: Free; $66/year or  
$9/month
WHAT YOU GET: Free: Cloud 
hosting, 12 projects, three pages, 

100MB storage, you can edit 
CSS and five membership invites. 
Paid for: unlimited projects and 
pages, unlimited bandwidth, 
advanced editing and  
all templates 
GOOD: Mobile options, 
templates, totally customisable 
BAD: New users are vetted; basic 
HTML and CSS skills are required

FLAVORS
URL: www.flavors.me
FOR WHO: Designers, 
illustrators, photographers and 
general creatives
COST: Free; $20/year
WHAT YOU GET: Free: 22 fonts, 
seven template options, unified 
web presence. Premium: 222 
fonts, 17 layout options, unlimited 
service, mobile site, customisation 
options, real-time stats and 
bespoke custom URL 
GOOD: Automatically organises 
all of your content from one 
window (35 services, including 
Facebook, Twitter, SoundCloud, 
YouTube, Instagram, RSS) 
BAD: More a service than  
a portfolio site

KROP
URL: www.krop.com
FOR WHO: Designers, 
illustrators, web designers  
and video artists
COST: Free; $9.99/month

WHAT YOU GET: Basic: a 
classic, clean template and  
10 images. Paid for: Unlimited 
images, style gallery access, 
video and custom domain
GOOD: Jobs matrix attracts client 
traffic; the Pluck’t area highlights 
the best pieces created by users
BAD: There are a lot of folks vying 
for attention; it’s got a bland, 
uninviting homepage

SHOWN’D
URL: www.shownd.com
FOR WHO: Illustrators
COST: Free
WHAT YOU GET: Unlimited 
images, basic template options 
and simple-to-use gallery viewer 
GOOD: Free; easy to use
BAD: Very basic

SQUARESPACE
URL: www.squarespace.com
FOR WHO: Designers, 
illustrators, photographers 
and general creatives
COST: $8/month, standard;
$16/month, advanced
WHAT YOU GET: Standard: 20 
pages, galleries, blogs, 500GB 
bandwidth, 2GB storage and 
custom domain. Advanced: 
unlimited bandwidth, storage, 
custom domain, analytics 
GOOD: Superb template; 
customisable options 
BAD: Nothing

Less tricky and time-consuming to create than a 
bespoke website, portfolio showcase sites offer a quick 

and effective platform for getting your work out there 

folio showcase sites



  SARAH RAPP, HEAD COMMUNITY 
MANAGER, BEHANCE 
WWW.BEHANCE.NET 
WWW.BEHANCE.NET/REVIEWS

Behance welcomes over 18 million visitors 
every month, making it a hugely powerful 
platform for creatives to showcase their 
work. “Our goal is to provide one central 
hub to upload and manage your work, and 
unlimited opportunities to promote it,” says 
Sarah Rapp, Behance’s head community 
manager and the driving force behind 
Behance Portfolio Review Week. She 
recommends focusing on quality over 
quantity: “Curate your work and choose 
what you’re most proud of. Set the bar 
high by showcasing the type of work you 
want to do in the future,” is her advice. 

Choosing a great cover image is 
essential, and it’s ideal to upload between 
six and 20 images per project. “Visitors like 
to know the story behind your finished work, 
so think about presenting your process as 
well,” she adds. For those wanting more 
control, Behance ProSite lets you build a 
fully customised website – at a URL of your 
choice – which syncs automatically when 
you upload new work to Behance. “ProSite 
is great for people who aren’t comfortable 
with coding as there’s no programming 
required. There’s no Behance branding and 
it’s easily integrated with Google Analytics.”

Adobe bought Behance in December 
2013 and ProSite is included in Creative 
Cloud membership. Photoshop CC includes 
a feature, already available in Creative 
Cloud, that lets you share what you’re 
working on in Photoshop directly via your 
Behance portfolio, and Rapp says to expect 
more integration in the future. “The tools we 
use to create and showcase work need to 
be connected,” she explains. “A connected 
subscription is an important first step and 
there’s more to come.”

 Case study:
Better Behance
Choose killer cover images, curate your work  
and use Adobe’s direct upload tools to make the 
most of Behance, advises Sarah Rapp
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EFFECTIVE DIGITAL FOLIOS  SHOWCASE SITES



As well as  
the ability to 
solve a brief, 

present complex 
ideas succinctly 
and leadership 

skills, the 
ability to 
manage a  
team and  

direct people  
is a real skill

GLENN TUTSSEL
Executive creative director, Brand Union 

www.thebrandunion.com
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EFFECTIVE DIGITAL FOLIOS  THINK LIKE A CLIENT

think like a client

Prospective clients and employers can scan up to a 
hundred portfolios a day to find the style they’re after. 
Survive the first round by giving them what they want

WHO ARE YOU?
Ensure a visitor knows exactly who 
you are, what you do and who you 
do it for the moment they land on 
your homepage. This might mean 
adding a tagline, or categorising 
your portfolio examples so they 
match sections in the navigation 
and listing your skills. Whatever 
you choose, ensure that there’s no 
confusion as to your capabilities. 

DATE IT
Employers and clients want to know 
when you created your work and 
what you’re currently working on, 
so be sure to date everything. State 
when the work was done, rather 
than relying on the date the work 
was posted, and in this way you 
can show how your work and your 
style has progressed and matured.

WHAT SKILLS?
Leave no doubt in your client or 
employers’ mind that you can 
undertake particular skills. This 
might be as simple as listing each 
as a navigation category within your 
folio, for example: print design; web 
design; illustration. If your skills are 
very niche, you might want to list 
them in your About page. 

HIRE ME!
Ensure your points of contact are 
clear and frequent within your folio. 
That means making it part of your 
site’s navigation, as well as putting 
contact details within each piece 
you feature. If you’re freelance you 
might want to list your availability; 
or if you’re looking for a permanent 
contract give an idea of areas and 
locations you’re looking in.

SAY WHAT? 
Include client testimonials wherever 
you can. These show your potential 
clients or employers exactly what 
services they are buying into and 
whether you deliver the goods. 
Try and include them next to the 
pieces within your folio, so a client 
can match a brief, the work, and 
the testimonial. 

BE OBVIOUS
You need a URL that is easily 
recognisable as yours, whether 
that be a studio name or your 
own name. If an existing client 
or employer recommends you 
by word of mouth, you want 
newcomers to be able to find you 
with a quick Google search, so 
don’t make it complicated or clever. 

think like 
a client
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ABOVE THE FOLD
Don’t cram as many images into your 
landing page as you can, especially  
if you’re using a grid-based layout.  
Keep to a three or four-column grid, 
with preview images at a good size. 
You want to avoid clutter and give each 
piece the space to be seen fully. 

SHOW DEVELOPMENT
Yes, you should include older projects, 
especially if they show the development of 
your style and creative thinking. However, 
you must make sure these pieces are 
chronologically dated, and each has text 
accompanying it that explains the context  
of the work.

ADAPT OR DIE
Using an adaptive web option (one that 
resizes and reflows content according to 
screen size and device) is becoming crucial, 
especially as more potential employers will 
be viewing your site on mobile and tablet 
devices. WordPress, Squarespace and 
Carbonmade all have adaptive templates. 

TARGET YOUR MARKET
Be sure to design the portfolio your clients 
will want to see. Take the following two 
examples: a company accounts design for 
a law practice; and a series of posters for a 
new punk band. Each is a design piece, but 
each has a totally different client and target 
market, with different needs. 

CLICK TO GO BIG
Ensure each piece you show on the splash 
page of your portfolio site is expandable.  
A click might take you to a take-over gallery, 
or even to a bespoke page. Either way, 
when a client wants to find out more, always 
make sure you give them the option of 
clicking through for more.

KEEP IT ONSITE
If you’re a motion graphics artist or 
videographer, or your portfolio includes 
animated examples, then embed rather 
than outlink. By keeping Vimeo and YouTube 
channels separate, others can bookmark 
your site. Ensure your video is MP4 so it 
can be watched on mobile devices.

LINK TO EXAMPLES
If you’re a web designer by trade, or have  
a portfolio and CV stuffed with contributions 
to projects undertaken by larger studios  
or agencies, then here you can link out.  
For example, if an project you’ve worked  
on is being used as a case study by an 
agency, link to it. 

PROTECT YOUR WORK!
There are services that protect work 
from theft and misappropriation, but the 
easiest way of protecting work is to include 
copyright information on the high-res gallery. 
With inline folios, you want potential clients 
to add your work to their tear sheets, 
without letting others steal your stuff.

Brilliant creative is at the heart of any successful 
portfolio, so pick and present your pieces with care

content is king
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  SCOTT WICKSTROM 
MANAGING DIRECTOR,  
SECOND STORY 
WWW.SECONDSTORY.COM

Second Story, part of interactive marketing 
and creative design agency SapientNitro, is 
an innovation centre pioneering new 
interactive experiences. Since launching in 
1994, the studio has produced an extensive 
body of work, collaborating with clients 
ranging from the Library of Congress to Nike 
to AIGA. Rather than feature all its projects 
chronologically on the company’s website 
– and risk burying older, notable projects – 
Second Story divides the Work section of 
the site into two categories: Featured and 
Show All.

“The Featured section affords us the 
opportunity to share a curated snapshot of 
our capabilities with visitors who have 
limited time to peruse our portfolio,” explains 
managing director Scott Wickstrom. “It 
offers a convenient window into the diversity 
of our portfolio without being overwhelming. 
For those wanting a deeper dive, the Show 
All option offers access to our entire history.”

Much of Second Story’s work involves 
new concepts and processes, so to help 
explain its boundary-pushing work to 
visitors, the studio publishes case studies 
for each project. “We put together a 
write-up that clearly conveys the gist of the 
experience: its purpose, process, and 
execution. We keep case studies short and 
sweet, somewhere between broad overview 
and granular analysis,” says Wickstrom, 
adding that video and photography is also 
used to communicate the studio’s work.

“If you’re presenting a wide variety of 
content, consider how to use hierarchy to 
help guide your viewer,” he advises. “Keep 
the layout simple and clean, allowing the 
work to shine. Clarity is key.”

 Case study:
Engaging visitors
Second Story creates work the world has never 
seen before – so it’s crucial the studio explains its 
work clearly online, says Scott Wickstrom

25 COMPUTER ARTS PRESENTS: THE PORTFOLIO HANDBOOK
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ENGAGE FROM THE OFF
The base element of engaging a viewer 
when they first visit your portfolio site is to 
grab their attention and show them where 
to go next. Ensure your logo, navigation 
and first posts are all well proportioned and 
noticeable immediately. Leave nothing to 
head scratching. 

STATIC NAVIGATION
Navigational elements need to maintain their 
position throughout your site. Do not break 
the back button rule (that is, ensure the 
browser can go back to the previous page), 
and add a highlight colour on the navigation 
so visitors know where they are. 

THINK HIERARCHY
When designing your site, list the contents 
of your splash page by type and assign 
a hierarchical importance to each. For 
example, your logo is most important then 
your mission statement, followed by your 
first portfolio image, and then by your 
navigational elements. 

LOGO IS A MUST
Every designer, design studio or creative 
practice needs a logo that defines them. This 
could be your name in a favoured font, or 
some visuals that embody your work. Either 
way, ensure your logo is placed in the top 
quarter of your homepage, in an adjacent 
colour to your site for maximum standout. 

CONTACT
Display your contact details prominently, 
including your Twitter and Facebook links, 
plus any other social media buttons such 
as LinkedIn. You can put these under each 
piece of work in your folio, or centralise 
them in a sidebar or under your navigation. 
Either way make them easy to find. 

THINK LINKS
Your site will be found by search engines 
better you have well-indexed pages. If 
you’re designing from scratch, give each 
area of your site a clear suffix that your 
navigation points at. If you’re using a 
template and CMS, such as WordPress 
consider a plug-in to handle SEO changes. 

CATEGORIES AND TAGS
This should be your navigation list and 
include tags such as: home, work, contact, 
about, as well as a few other descriptions of 
the type of work you do. For strong SEO, 
don’t go tag- and category-crazy. Stick to 
no more than seven top-level categories 
and up to three tags per post.

OTHER AREAS
Depending on your needs you might need 
extra areas away from your main portfolio. 
For example, a studio might want a news 
section for its blog, or a press area with 
case studies and downloadable assets. 
Keep these areas within your navigation, 
or dedicate an extra page to them. 

Your portfolio may be brimming with outstanding work, 
but if your site is hard to use you’ll lose visitors fast

ux masterclass
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EFFECTIVE DIGITAL FOLIOS  UX MASTERCLASS

WHO YOU ARE
Saying who you are is the 
whole point of an About Me 
page, so answer the question. 
How old are you, what’s your 
specialist field of skill and 
interest, are you a boy or 
girl, where do you come from, 
where are you currently based, 
and what are you looking for? 

WHAT YOU DO
Here’s where the mission 
statement kicks in and pairs 
your name (or studio name) 
with a set of creative skills.  
The main thing to remember 
when explaining what you do 
is to keep it short, punchy and 
declarative. Don’t describe 
how you do it with frivolous 
or wasteful adjectives, just 
say exactly what it is that your 
skill-set covers in conventional, 
easily understandable terms  
with no unnecessary jargon. 

WHO YOU’VE WORKED 
FOR IN THE PAST
Whether you split your About 
Me page into sections, or 
use flowing text, you need a 
paragraph that explains what 
your creative history is. This 
could be a client list, or list of 

agencies. You could include 
how long you’ve been in the 
business for and what special 
skills you’ve picked up.  
Either way, give a sense  
of experience. 

WHERE YOU DO IT
Being online certainly  
makes the world smaller, 
but the likelihood of you being 
commissioned or employed 
by a US-based agency when 
you’re in Australia is still pretty 
slim. Make sure browsers 
of your online portfolio 
know where you’re currently  
situated and whether you’re 
interested in commissions 
or job opportunities that  
involve relocation. 

FIRST OR THIRD? 
Do you want your About 
Me page to be personal or 
descriptive? For freelancers 
and personal sites, a first 
person About Me page lets 
you add a degree of character 
and express your individuality. 
For studios and agencies, 
however, stay third person 
and recognise that your 
set-up is a group of 
professional individuals, 
and not a caricature.

SHOW OFF
An About Me page is the  
place to be conceited without 
being arrogant. Talk about 
yourself, your studio or your 
career to date using polished 
language that is direct and 
uncluttered. You can be witty  
if you like, and it’s okay to let 
your personality shine through, 
but not at the expense  
of information. 

HOMEPAGE? 
Some creatives like to use 
their About Me page as the 
landing page. This can be a 
good differentiator from other 
creative portfolios, particularly 
if your style of work is broad. 
If you opt for this tactic, 
introduce yourself and give 
a headline mission statement 
saying who you are and  
what you do. 

GET TO THE POINT
State unambiguously 
what you’re after in your 
professional creative career at 
present. If that’s lots of exciting 
new client commissions, then 
say so. If it’s an in-house 
agency job, make this clear. 
It will save everyone’s time. 

It’s one of the most visited pages of your 
portfolio site, so use your ‘About Me’ section 

to add personality, engage your audience 
and improve your search ranking too

About me
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Should you include a blog 
within your portfolio site?

PROS 
If you regularly update 
your blog and link to  
high-volume topics, 
and with it the amount 
of people browsing 
through your portfolio. 

A blog shows your  
creative eye. You can 
link out to interesting 
new works, highlight new 
ideas and involve yourself 
in creative output that 
isn’t self-generated. 

A well-managed blog 
will develop your industry 
standing and also help 
you to build professional 
relationships with  
like-minded creatives.

ConS 
If you fail to regularly 
update your blog it 
can give the impression 
you no longer post work 
to your site, or have gone 
out of business.

Running a successful 
blog takes time and effort. 
Regularly updating it with 
relevant, engaging content 
and initiating discussion 
around posts can be  
time-consuming.

Disjointed postings 
can obscure your work. 
You need to represent a 
character that tallies with 
your folio and matches 
your client-facing voice.
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Descriptions of 
your work 
should be 

straightforward 
and easy to 

understand by 
readers from  

all backgrounds

SCOTT WICKSTROM
 Managing director, Second Story  

www.secondstory.com
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Making your folio easy to browse, as well 
as fast and friendly to all devices, will give 

you a headstart on the competition

With so many devices available for browsing, 
it’s tricky to make a one-size-fits-all portfolio 
that can be seen on laptops and mobile phones 
alike. However, responsive design helps make 
your site accessible across the board without 
resorting to multiple versions. First impressions 
matter, and to get noticed – and hired – your 
portfolio has to be smart. Here’s how.

responsive 
design 

responsive 
design 
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MAKE USE OF SPACE
Although responsive design aims 
for systems that present your 
content in the best way possible 
at any size, the reality is that 
smaller screens offer the biggest 
challenges for layout. A good 
way to handle a lot of content at 
small sizes is to use a carousel. 
Filament Group has produced a 
version which supports touch 
screens: www.bit.ly/Pgxd5N.

RETINA SUPPORT
Not strictly related to responsive 
design, this needs consideration 
because many devices feature 
Retina or HiDPI displays, which 
make regular images look 
terrible. The solution is to make 
two versions of your images – a regular sized version and a 
Retina version. Retina images are twice as big and the 
browser scales them to the correct size. The tricky part is 
serving the correct version to the device. The Filament group 
helps out at www.bit.ly/yvfcXm.

PUT YOURSELF IN THEIR SHOES
Think of your site hierarchy as the conversation you’d like to 
have with your potential client. Walk them through your work, 
pre-empt their questions, show what you’ve done if you’ve 
worked in a team. Most importantly, make your contact 
details easy to get to.

BIG IMAGES = BIG FILES, RIGHT?
To keep load times fast you need to save on size. You 
also need to make sure you’re using the right format. If 
you need alpha transparency, use a PNG; for photography 
use a JPEG. JPEG compression is a little peculiar but a 
designer called Daan Jobsis found a hack for making 
Retina versions that are smaller than the original version 
here: www.bit.ly/OpLhK5. For PNGs, compress the files 
with: www.imageoptim.com and www.pngmini.com.

USE SVG
If you’re showing off vector logos, 
icons or line-work, preserve the 
crisp edges using the SVG file 
format. It’s supported in all 
modern browsers and even back 
to IE9. You can generate SVGs 
using Illustrator, just optimise 
them for the smallest file size.

USE ICON FONTS
A great way to get crisp-looking 
iconography in your responsive 
designs is to use an icon font. 
Roll your own custom icon 
fonts using www.fontello.com or  
www.icomoon.io/app, or choose 
off-the-shelf: at www.pictos.cc.

USE GRIDSET
A challenge in responsive design is the maths involved 
in generating layouts in CSS using percentages rather 
than pixels. Enter Gridset (www.gridsetapp.com), which lets 
you create custom responsive grids and spits out everything 
you need for layout – from CSS through to guide templates. 

SCALABLE ASSETS
The baseline for responsive assets is fluid images, which 
are achieved by setting the image properties in percentages 
rather than pixels. This can’t be done as easily with other 
assets like type and video, but with JavaScript you can 
scale those assets to suit the user’s viewport. For video, try 
www.fitvidsjs.com; for scaling headlines: www.fittextjs.com.

TEST EVERYWHERE
Create a test suite using friends’ gadgets or try an open 
device lab (www.opendevicelab.com). Adobe’s Edge Inspect 
tool lets you preview your design on multiple devices at the 
same time (html.adobe.com/edge/inspect) and Akamai has 
a free service showing how long it takes for a site to load in 
various scenarios: http://mobitest.akamai.com/m/index.cgi.

CONTENT FIRST
One thing responsive 
design encourages is 
to put an emphasis on 

content. If there ever was  
a time to practice the 

content-first ideology, this 
would be it. Your content 
– your work – is what’s 

going to land you that gig. 
Let your skills shine 
through by removing 
as much distraction 

as possible.

EFFECTIVE DIGITAL FOLIOS  RESPONSIVE DESIGN



When used 
wisely, case 
studies can 
help sway 

clients into 
trusting your 

creative 
judgement

JAMIE GREGORY
Illustrator and designer 

www.jamiegregory.co.uk
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EFFECTIVE DIGITAL FOLIOS  XXXXXXXXXXXXX
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EFFECTIVE DIGITAL FOLIOS  ON THE MOVE

RESPONSIVE HOST SITE
Squarespace, WordPress and Cargo 
are just some of the hosted and 
template-driven portfolio options that 
can offer you responsive templates. 
The advantage of sites such as these 
is that you don’t need to redirect 
employers or clients to a secondary 
site, so you can include a single URL 
on all your communications and 
business cards. 

DEDICATED APP
Appafolio, Portfolio, Portfolio HD 
– these are just some of the bespoke 
portfolio app options available for iOS, 
with similar titles available for Android. 
These apps are all tailored to mobile 
screens, and perfect for a mobile 
portfolio to show to clients and 
employers at interview. 

PHOTOS
Saving out JPEGs of your work and 
grouping them together in a single 
album isn’t the most professional-
looking answer, but it can be effective 
if you just need to get examples of 
your work in front of someone.  
The disadvantages of lacking 
context and contact info make 
this an emergency option only. 

iBOOK OR PDF
You could create an iBook or  
PDF of your work which can be  
viewed within a third party app 
on many devices. For example, by 
creating an iPad dimension-friendly 
PDF you could host it on a public 
Dropbox link and share the URL with 
clients who want to see your work.

What alternatives are there for taking 
your digital portfolio on the move? 

Here are four options worth considering

on the move
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  Try more than one portfolio site. Experiment with 
different platforms and services, and see which 
ones bring you the most views, follows and traction. 

   Survive the first round of screening by quickly giving 
visitors what they want: great work, plus details of 
who you are and how they can contact you. 

   Engage visitors with easy navigation that caters 
both to people skimming your work, and to those 
who want to delve deeper.

   Design the portfolio your clients want to see. Don’t 
cram as many images into your landing page as you 
can: give your work space to breathe.

   Case studies showcase your skills and provide 
a better insight into your critical thinking than a 
thumbnail and sentence of explanation. 

   The ‘About Me’ page is one of the most visited 
sections of an online folio, so take advantage of it.

   Responsive design is a must. If you want your folio 
to be accessible on the move, it has to be smart.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
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IMPRESS IN PRINT
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impress 
in print

W ith digital tightening its grip on the 
creative industries, do you really still 
need a physical portfolio? The short 

answer is: yes. It might not be the industry staple it 
once was, but while you’re still going to interviews 
and face-to-face meetings, a printed folio is a must. 

Physical portfolios generally fall into two main 
categories: those designed to win new work or 
clients, and those created to help you get a job.  
In this chapter we’ll delve into the differences 
between both types of folio, exploring everything 
from the art of creating a winning print folio to the 
production processes you need to know. 
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Master the fine art of putting together 
a winning print portfolio by knowing 

who your audience is

Never underestimate the importance of a good 
print portfolio. Opportunities to showcase your 
work in physical format may be in decline, but 
it’s still an essential self-promo tool – be it an 
old-school A3 folio or a concise A5 photobook. 
 Whether you’re pitching for new business, 
hoping to woo a potential client or climb the 
career ladder, your portfolio is a make or break 
factor. So how do you create the perfect print 
folio? First, consider its purpose...   

apply some 
strategy

apply some 
strategy
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IMPRESS IN PRINT  APPLY SOME STRATEGY

GETTING HIRED 
Potential employers want capable, confident and talented 

creatives who will fit into the team. A successful ‘hire me’ folio 
needs to resonate that you are right for the job, so ask yourself: 
who will look at it? Designers? And what are they looking for? 

Once you have this framework, begin with a bang: put your best, 
most relevant work first, with technical info and details of your 
involvement, then show your full skillset. Avoid losing interest 
through illegible type, difficult-to-open wrappers and so on.

WINNING WORK
Like potential employers, clients expect reassurance in your folio 

that you’re the ideal person for the project. However, not every 
client knows what they want – or even need – so it’s up to you to 

persuade them by clearly presenting your skills and services, 
and keeping jargon to a minimum in your folio. 

Show how you’ve helped past clients, include testimonials 
and highlight exactly what you can do for this prospective client. 
A good ‘commission me’ folio will be fine-tuned to the needs of 
each potential client, while showcasing your skills and services. 
The key? As with a ‘hire me’ folio, always put your audience first. 

What’s the 
purpose?
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HOW MUCH 
CONTEXT?

Keep descriptions succinct and engaging: don’t 
over-explain or state the obvious. A brief line or 
two is usually all that’s required. Reams of copy – 
however nicely written – will detract from your work. 
You should be able to thumb through your folio and 
describe each project in a total of 10 to 15 minutes.  
If you can’t, make revisions. 

When it comes to content, less is more. 10 to 12 
projects should be enough, and don’t include more 
than 20. Remember that fewer examples are always 
preferable to padding out your portfolio with inferior 
work. Cast a critical eye over your folio. Be ruthless: 
cut anything you’re not satisfied with. If in doubt, 
seek the opinion of a respected friend or colleague. 

HOW MUCH WORK 
SHOULD I SHOW?

Think of your folio in terms of the classic three-act 
structure of a story: the beginning and end should 
showcase two or three of your strongest projects, while 
the middle demonstrates your ability to work across 
various formats, styles and colour schemes. What goes 
where comes down to instinct – play around until the 
order and pacing feels right. 

IS THERE A SET 
STRUCTURE?

Physical portfolios are usually one-off print creations, 
so adapting them takes time and money. Think ahead: 
there’s nothing stopping you creating multiple designs 
tailored to different client types by changing running 
order, layout or projects included. It’s crucial, however, 
that your folio still represents you. Don’t present an 
unrealistic reflection of yourself or your work. 

ANYTHING ELSE  
TO KNOW?

Content is crucial, but presentation is just as important. 
A simple, consistent layout works best. Create the best 
portfolio your budget will allow. Avoid a bound book so 
you can update and adapt it. Ensure your name is on 
the cover and slipcase. A3 or A3-plus is a good size. 
Choose matt, gloss or semi-gloss paper. And get 
duplicates: you never know when you’ll need them. 

WHICH FORMAT  
IS BEST? 

A great folio is never finished – it’s a perpetual work 
in progress. However, this means improvements can 
always be made. Tweaks and revisions will reveal 
themselves. But, over time, once you’re satisfied with 
running order and layout, the adjustments will become 
less dramatic. Constantly look to replace existing 
projects with better ones.

WHEN SHOULD  
I UPDATE IT?



  JON BURGERMAN 
ARTIST 
WWW.JONBURGERMAN.COM

IMPRESS IN PRINT  APPLY SOME STRATEGYPOWERFUL PRINT PROMO  ON A BUDGET
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IMPRESS IN PRINT  POSH PORTFOLIOS

 Case study:
Sealing it in print
Filling over 300 pages with work was a daunting 
prospect at first for Jon Burgerman, but since 
making his first monograph he hasn’t looked back

In 2005, a chance meeting with IdN in 
London led to the publication of Jon 
Burgerman’s first monograph, Pens Are My 
Friends. The lavish 310-page tome records 
the artist’s commercial, personal and 
collaborative works created during the first 
eight or so years of his career and includes 
a dust jacket poster, mini sketchbook and 
DVD packed with animations, video 
documentaries, wallpapers and icons.

“It wasn’t an arranged meeting,” 
Burgerman recalls. “I was actually having a 
meeting with a company IdN were also 
visiting and we bumped into each other 
there. We talked about making a book 
together, with me having to deliver them 
some ideas and sample chapters.”

In 2006, Burgerman made a mock up 
of the book with friend and OFFSET 
co-founder Richard Seabrooke – which IdN 
loved – and then teamed up with Colin 
Farmer and Noelle Cooper from Dublin-
based creative studio Unthink, who 
designed the final publication.

“Being in print is great,” he says. “It 
seems more official. Certainly having a 
monograph published gave me an inflated 
air of self-satisfaction and confidence I didn’t 
have before. If a publisher is interested in 
working with you then it’s worth pursing. It’s 
like a little badge of honour.” 

Before you go to press, ask others to 
cast a critical eye over your oeuvre. “Look at 
other monographs and see how they 
represent that creative,” he adds. “If you’re 
working with a publisher, take on board all 
the advice they give you, but try and stay 
true to your vision. I wanted stickers with my 
book. That was a no-go, but then I did 
manage to have a mini book added to it with 
a DVD. Everything is a comprise in the end.”
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RESEARCH
To tailor your portfolio, you need to know 
exactly who it is you’re tailoring it to. This 
is where research comes in. The more you 
know about a potential client or employee, 
the more you can give them what they need. 
Put yourself in their shoes. What is it they’re 
looking for?

GIVE THEM WHAT THEY WANT
Ask not what your client can do for you  
– ask what you can do for your client.  
Then demonstrate this in your folio. 
Showcase relevant projects, those that  
solve a problem for a client or employer  
– referencing relevant experience in their 
specific field. 

BALANCING ACT
While it’s important to create a bespoke 
portfolio for a prospective client or employer, 
you also need to demonstrate you’re a 
well-rounded designer. Dedicate 60 to 80 
per cent of your folio to projects relevant to 
you audience, while the rest should show 
your skills in other areas.

KEEP IT REAL
Self-initiated work has its place, but 
commissioned projects provide proof that 
you can work to deadlines and budgets. 
Be discerning in the amount of content you 
include – 10 to 12 of your best projects will 
be plenty. Include free work you’re proud to 
show prospective employers and clients. 

SHOW YOUR CARDS
While it’s important to demonstrate that you 
can give a client or employer exactly what 
they are looking for, you may also be able to 
offer them something they didn’t realise they 
needed. Include a wildcard or two – those 
projects that are important to you; the edgier 
side of your folio. 

FLEXIBILITY 
In today’s industry, very few creatives tend 
to work rigidly in one specific field. It pays  
to be a well-balanced, multidisciplinary 
designer. Your portfolio should reflect this. 
Play to your strengths – showcase the field 
you excel in – but demonstrate the full 
breadth of your knowledge.

YOU CAN’T ALWAYS TAILOR
You won’t always know exactly what a client 
or employer is looking for – if, for example, 
you’re working with clients unfamiliar with 
the creative industries, or recruiters or 
headhunters. In such cases, have a folio 
showing your best work across all 
disciplines, presenting a range of skills.

To stand the best chance of winning work or being 
hired, you need to tailor your portfolio to your audience

How to tailor 
your portfolio

ADAPT
In many cases – whether you’re courting 
a potential client or interviewing for a job 
– you’ll be invited to more than one face- 
to-face get-together. This gives you the 
opportunity to hone your portfolio each time, 
allowing you to focus in on exactly what the 
client is looking for as you lean more. 
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For ease, 

nothing beats 

being online. For 

looking official, 

having lovely 

documentation 

and squashing 

bugs, a book is 

the best

JON BURGERMAN 
Artist

www.jonburgerman.com

IMPRESS IN PRINT  TAILOR YOUR WORK



   FEEDBACK 
PHILADELPHIA, USA 
www.philadelphia.aiga.org 
Feedback is an event that focuses on networking.  
It’s a great opportunity to compare and contrast your 
folio with like-minded creatives.

key Portfolio 
events around 
the world

   NYCxDESIGN 
NEW YORK, USA 
www.nycxdesign.com 
A citywide event for design, education, 
commerce and more, to “elevate 
established and emerging design 
practices”. Don’t forget your folio.  

   HIRE ED PORTFOLIO REVIEW 
SPONSORED BY AIGA, NEW MEXICO  
NEW MEXICO, USA 
www.newmexico.aiga.org/events-archive 
This event allows designers to showcase work to 
peers and potential clients, having their projects 
reviewed by a panel of industry experts. 
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   ADC’S PORTFOLIO NIGHT 
WORLDWIDE 
www.portfolionight.com 
Held in cities around the US, Brazil, the UK, 
Germany and more, the event couples young 
designers with industry experts for advice.

  NEW DESIGNERS 
LONDON, UK 
www.newdesigners.com 
One of UK’s most notable graduate 
design exhibitions, bringing together 
3,000 newly graduated creatives. 
A great event to compare folios. 

   BCN DESIGN TALKS 
BARCELONA, SPAIN 
www.barcelonadesignweek.com 
A host of talks, workshops and exhibitions, 
exploring and promoting design and 
innovation, and the perfect place to seek  
out portfolio inspiration.

  PICK ME UP 
LONDON, UK 
www.somersethouse.org.uk 
Graphic art, design and illustration 
event, showcasing work from both elite 
and emerging talent. Its workshops and 
creative forums are a great place to 
tighten up your portfolio.
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   TYPO BERLIN 
BERLIN, GERMANY 
www.typotalks.com 
One of the world’s leading design 
conferences brings together big names from 
the creative industries to discuss trends, 
ideas and concepts within a topical theme. 

IMPRESS IN PRINT  WORLDWIDE EVENTS



“The first port of call is having a portfolio 
filled with great work – something that 
makes the interviewer feel like a kid in a 
sweet shop, desperate to get from page to 
page to see what delights are coming up 
next,” states Paul Felton, creative director at 
London-based brand consultancy Purpose.

With 21 staff on the agency’s books, 
Felton knows a lot about portfolio strategy. 
“The best ones are those that have been 
well thought through,” he continues. “They 
will include projects where the story has 
been told well, in a minimal amount of 
pictures and words. You should ‘get it’ very 
easily. They shouldn’t be too long, have a 
nice pace to it and a good mix of projects.”

Felton recommends showcasing your 
work in the most applicable format: if you’re 
a print designer, that means a printed folio 
– or at least some pieces of print to 
supplement a PDF; if you’re presenting 
digital work, make sure you can keep it slick 
and don’t have to flick between too many 
applications. “Think how you will talk 
through each project, organise your images 
to help tell the story of that work when 
you’re presenting it. Consider the story of 
your portfolio as a whole.”

Is there anything he would advise 
against? “I don’t want to see the same 
slides of work I saw in the emailed PDF, and 
any work that references other designers 
work a bit too closely is a big no-no.”

For Felton, a good portfolio will 
demonstrate “great ideas, beautifully 
crafted”. However, passion and enthusiasm 
go a long way. “We’re also looking for 
someone who we’d be happy spend 40 odd 
hours a week with,” he adds. “Personality is 
on par with the work for us.”

 Case study:
Telling a  
good story
Purpose creative director Paul Felton explains 
what makes a winning portfolio…

  PAUL FELTON 
CREATIVE DIRECTOR, PURPOSE  
WWW.PURPOSE.CO.UK
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BLURB
www.blurb.com
Blurb is a service that enables you to design 
and print your portfolio professionally. You 
can have them printed one at time, there’s 
something for all budgets and even a handy 
option to transfer your blog/online folio into 
book format. From £8.99.

PINA ZANGARO
www.pinazangaro.com
Pina Zanaro is the place to go for high-end 
presentation books. They come in a range of 
materials, colours, orientations and formats, 
and even offer imprinting services to give 
your folio a killer, personalised look. Enquire 
online for prices.

PAPER CHASE PRESS
www.paperchase.net
Paper Chase has a Portfolio Program 
section with tons of options including 
orientation, paper stock, end-paper colours 
and bookcloth cover. While it’s reasonably 
priced – it is weighted more towards larger 
runs. Quotes online.

LULU
www.lulu.com
Lulu is a self-publishing colossus, of which 
photobooks form but a small part. There 
isn’t the capacity to upload your own layouts 
for publishing, although the Blank and 
Modern templates are serviceable for 
portfolio use. Prices start from £4.36.

YOPHOTO
www.yophoto.co.uk 
Yophoto has two levels of product: 
consumer-targeted photobooks, and 
Probooks pitched at professional creatives. 
Customers can either use the Yophoto 
book-creation software or design bespoke 
books themselves. From £8.99.

BOB BOOKS
www.bobbooks.co.uk
Bob Books is a consumer service but  
with provision for design professionals. 
Download template software or design  
your own photobook using InDesign  
or QuarkXPress in conjunction with 
Photoshop. From £14.99.

DIGINATE
www.diginate.com
Diginate is ideal for those keen to join  
the growing numbers of people placing 
portfolios on a folded poster. It offers spot 
varnishing, which can be effective for 
enhancing certain details. See the site  
for an instant quote.

VIOVIO
www.viovio.com
Viovio claims to offer more sizes and styles 
than any other on-demand printer, and its 
prices are very competitive, too. The printer 
specialises in full-colour, photo-quality book 
printing, but also offers cheaper alternatives. 
Prices start at $7.49. 

Once you’ve got layout and content nailed, you need to 
get it made. Here’s a range of options to suit all budgets

Get your 
portfolio produced

IMPRESS IN PRINT  PRODUCTION OPTIONS
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create a print  
portfolio that wows

dO 
BE AN EXPERT
Stress your specialist field. You 
don’t want to come across as 
a blagger or jack-of-all-trades. 
Show your expertise and then 
highlight further skills.  

SHOW YOUR WORKING OUT
Demonstrate how projects  
are put together, not just 
the finished article. It shows 
you’re capable of overcoming 
challenges, and is reassuring 
for both client and employer.

BE ORIGINAL
Try something different. Some 
rules are there to be broken. 
Feel free to experiment with 
your folio until it becomes a 
true visual representation of 
you and your work. 

don’t 
ECLIPSE CONTENT
Don’t let elaborate designs or 
quirky packaging overshadow 
the most important aspect of 
your portfolio: the content. 
Remember, your work and 
skills are paramount. 

OVERFILL
Don’t try and fit everything 
you’ve ever done into your 
portfolio. Less is more. Include 
only your very best and most 
relevant projects. 

GET SLOPPY
Don’t fall victim to silly 
mistakes. Presentation must  
be exceptional. But it shouldn’t 
come at the cost of basics, 
such as spelling, fact-checking 
and including contact details. 
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IMPRESS IN PRINT  PRINT PORTFOLIO TIPS

 

  Before putting your print portfolio together, consider 
its purpose. Are you looking to win work or beat the 
competition to your dream job? 

  Think about content, copy and structure. Make  
your folio as succinct, coherent and readable as 
possible. Grab and hold the reader’s attention.  

  Presentation is paramount: be it simple and elegant 
or weird and original. Equally important is ensuring 
your folio is updated regularly. 

  Consider all printing options. Get the best folio your 
budget will allow. If you can afford them, high-end 
folio books can pay for themselves in new work.  

  Tailor your portfolio to the specific client or employer 
it’s aimed at. Ensure content is pertinent and shows 
you can solve their problem.

  Put yourself in the shoes of clients or employers. 
What exactly is it they’re looking for? Then make 
your services invaluable in your portfolio.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
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CRAFT A KILLER SHOWREEL

 

Craft  
a killer 

showreel
G ames, VFX and film studios receive 

thousands of showreels each year. Trawling 
through them is a gruelling, eye-straining 

task. To stand out, you need to strike the viewer 
with enthusiasm, interest and inspiration, while 
also ensuring your reel is easy to access and play. 

When looking for prospective employees 
or freelancers, studios will often take a showreel 
as an indicator not only of artistic skill, but also 
original thinking and suitability for the company. 
It’s vitally important that you choose the best clips, 
format and delivery method to show off all your 
talents. How? This chapter brings you everything 
you need to know for showreel success.  
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Your showreel is the passport to your 
dream job, so make sure it stands out

The aim of a showreel is to display the very best 
of your talents. It should show that you have  
the skills and personality to join and contribute 
to a successful commercial studio. The perfect 
reel is one that is diverse and eye-catching; one 
that will spring out from the pile, so to speak.  
You’ll often have just one shot to impress that 
dream studio, so how do you get your reel onto 
the interview shortlist? With these pro tips...

Make your 
work shine
Make your 
work shine
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CRAFT A KILLER SHOWREEL  MAKE WORK SHINE

TAILOR YOUR REEL
All studios look for different skills, 
so do your research, and tailor 
the reel to the position you’re 
applying for. The reel should 
show some of the work the 
company deals with. But don’t 
throw stuff in just because it’s 
relevant, be sure that it’s great. 

GO BACK TO BASICS
In terms of titles and format, 
simple is often better. White  
text over a black background is 
all that is necessary. Overly fussy 
or badly designed intro graphics 
or distracting audio/music have 
the potential to irritate rather than 
enhance your application. Better 
to skip the music altogether. 
Most recruiters turn down the 
sound, anyway.

CHERRY-PICK THE BEST
Only show your best and most original work. Don’t show 
work that duplicates the efforts of others. Copying well-
known work puts you at a disadvantage as recruiters are 
going to be comparing your efforts with the original work. 
Never show content that doesn’t belong to you. 

KEEP IT SHORT
Some recruiters say a demo reel should only ever be 30 
to 60 seconds long, as the brain can only absorb so much 
information within a certain timeframe. For animators two 
minutes is fine, but never go over three. For riggers or lighting 
TDs, three minutes is enough; five minutes is pushing it.

JUST A HANDFUL
A good rule for general VFX reels dictates you should have 
five to six things, each five to six seconds long. Aim to show 
you can camera track, model something real, and light, 
integrate and composite to match the backplate/grade.

SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW
When applying for an animation 
job, at a minimum you must  
have a demo reel that shows you 
have mastered the mechanics of 
animation (such as squash-and-
stretch, overlapping action, 
anticipation, follow-through, 
weight, timing and so on). 
Character animators should 
display strong acting skills, 
which will enable you to 
create memorable and 
unique personalities.

REFER BACK
Modellers should include 
an example of a hi-res object, 
and then again in low-res, 
highlighting their UV layouts. 
Also include the passes 
generated, normal maps, 
polygon usage and topology. 
Try and ensure that your 

showreel contains something real modelled from the 
real world, with an example of the reference used.

LET THERE BE LIGHT
A lighting portfolio should contain still frames that 
demonstrate a solid understanding of how to set a mood 
and direct the eye through the use of various types of 
contrast. Environment artists must show proficient render 
skills – if there’s no advanced lighting (preferably V-Ray) and 
some level of Photoshop post-production then you won’t 
be considered seriously.

GET PROFESSIONAL
Film school or college work is okay to show if it’s good 
enough, but professional projects are better. If you don’t 
have professional work then you can create a fictitious 
project that looks professional. Previous experience gained at 
established companies and portfolios that contain prominent 
clients and projects will always give you plenty of credibility.

AIM FOR PERFECTION
If you’re a 3D modeller, 

models in your demo have 
to be perfect and detailed 

close-up. Show poses  
and facial expressions  

to grab attention.  
Also, demonstrating an 
understanding of how 
clothes fold, and how 

muscles and flesh work  
are a huge bonus.
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Classic pitfalls 
to avoid

Your reel is representing you. It’s a studio’s first 
impression of you as an artist and it’s your personality 

that’s on show. Here are four ways to avoid messing up

LOSING IMAGINATION
Avoid CGI porn at all costs, as well as 
teapots, bouncing balls on chequerboards, 
CGI robots/spaceships (unless the studio 
is known for such things), Pixar-style desk 
lamps, 360-degree camera pans and 
other hackneyed tropes. Avoid anything 
that is unimaginative and poorly executed. 
And never loop shots more than once.

OVER-SHARING 
Don’t show your ‘development’ as an 
artist. Recruiters will assume you’ve been 
through training. Don’t show your progress 
through every animation class you’ve ever 
attended, but don’t be afraid to critique 
your own professional-level work and 
show iteration. Put your best work in  
your showreel – cut the rest. 

TRUMPET BLOWING
Don’t begin your reel with overblown 
grand titles announcing your talent in the 
style of a film trailer. Let your work speak 
for itself. Avoid copying famous animation 
sequences or works of art as you’ll only be 
compared unfavourably to them. Above 
all, be very honest and clear about which 
work is yours.

FITTING ONE SIZE TO ALL
Don’t send a blanket reel covering all  
types of 3D work to all studios. For 
example, don’t send a selection of 2D 
cut’n’paste work to a studio renowned  
for photorealistic 3D character animation.
Don’t forget to always address a cover 
letter or speculative email personally,  
and to the right person.



ANNA SWIFT
Recruitment manager, Framestore 

www.framestore.com

Your best shot 

should be the 

first thing we 

see. We like to 

see that you 

can create the 

work and that 

you understand 

the process 

behind this

CRAFT A KILLER SHOWREEL  PITFALLS TO AVOID
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   FRAMESTORE 
LONDON, UK 
www.framestore.com 
From Iron Man 3 to Friskies cat food, Framestore 
is one of London’s premier VFX houses and has 
plenty of awards to its name.

   PSYOP 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA 
www.psyop.com 
Brand characters, gaming, motion graphics 
– some of the finest work over the last 
decade has come out of New York’s Psyop.

   AARDMAN ANIMATIONS 
BRISTOL, UK 
www.aardman.com 
Using a range of techniques, from 
claymation to CG, Aardman makes 
feature films, shorts and TV commercials. 
Fresh talent and ideas fuel this company.

   DREAMWORKS 
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 
www.dreamworks.com 
Maker of some of the finest animated feature films 
ever – from Shrek to The Croods – Dreamworks is 
always looking for 3D, animation and VFX talent. 
See the Careers page on the company’s site.

   PIXAR 
EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA 
www.pixar.com 
Memorable characters and great 
animation are the stock in trade for 
this famous studio – Buzz Lightyear, 
Nemo, Sully... If you have what it 
takes, send in your reel.

11 top studios to 
send your showreel
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   THE MILL 
LONDON, UK 
www.themill.com 
With further studios in New York, Chicago and LA, The 
Mill works with the world’s biggest agencies, film studios 
and musical acts whenever top quality VFX are required.

   SUPERCELL 
HELSINKI, FINLAND 
www.supercell.net 
Apps are the future, and this mobile games developer 
has been leading the way, with Hay Day and Clash of 
Clans reputedly earning $2.5million per day. Maybe 
you can create artwork for its next big release...

   PLATIGE IMAGE 
WARSAW, POLAND 
www.platige.com 
The multi-award-winning trailer for Cyberpunk 2077 is 
just the latest example of this studio’s work. Platige 
Image is going from strength to strength.

   MAKUTA VFX 
HYDERBAD, INDIA 
www.makutavfx.com 
Fancy creating animation for the massive 
Bollywood market? Send your reel to this 
fast-growing studio, which now has a 
worldwide reputation.

   ANIMAL LOGIC 
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 
www.animallogic.com 
The production house behind the animated feature 
Legends of the Guardians also makes TV 
advertising for the likes of Coke and Hyundai, and 
works on VFX for film studios around the world.

   WETA DIGITAL 
WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND 
www.wetafx.co.nz 
If your reel impresses the people at this 
award-winning studio – the one behind the 
Lord of the Rings trilogy, and The Hobbit – 
you may soon be working with the best.

CRAFT A KILLER SHOWREEL  TOP STUDIOS
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  ALEX DONNE JOHNSON 
FREELANCE MOTION  
GRAPHICS DESIGNER  
WWW.VECTORMELDREW.COM

“Keep things short. Make sure the viewer is 
aching for more.” That’s the advice from 
motion graphics designer and art director 
Alex Donne Johnson, aka Vector Meldrew, 
for crafting a memorable showreel. “Cut 
shots just before they become uninteresting, 
and be careful of your own ego wanting to 
let everything play out in its entirety.”

Donne Johnson’s client list includes the 
likes of Adidas, Red Bull, Activision and 
Wateraid – and he’s made quite a few 
showreels in his time. Deciding what work to 
include can be tough, he admits: “It’s 
important to be your own worst critic. My 
personal rule is: if you’re not sure whether to 
include something, leave it out.”

He continues: “A good showreel 
should be one to two minutes long. You 
want to find the best way to communicate 
what you can do within the shortest time. 
Treat the editing process with pride, work 
out which shots could go well together and if 
there is any kind of style-based narrative you 
could build in. See what works in relation to 
the music to keep the overall pace and feel.”

If you’ve worked on a project as part of 
a team, it’s important to define exactly what 
you role had: “This can be done with text 
over the footage,” he advises, adding that if 
you work across separate disciplines then 
create separate reels for each. “A potential 
employer will likely be looking for a particular 
skill set, so try not to confuse them.”

Once you’ve finalised your showreel, 
post it everywhere. Behance is a good place 
to start, says Donne Johnson. You can also 
tweet your favourite peers and influencers 
and upload it to your own portfolio site.”

 Case study:
cut a showreel  
to remember
If you want to win more work from your showreel, 
be careful of your ego. Alex Donne Johnson 
explains more…



LABEL UP
Make sure you label your reel with your 
name. So, don’t call it ‘Reel’, but do, for 
example, call it: ‘JohnSmith_Reel’. Put 
contact details at the start and end. If there 
are shots you collaborated on make it clear 
on the reel, or include a shot breakdown 
highlighting which bits you did.

GET A GOOD ONLINE PRESENCE
Create a website. If you don’t know how 
then ask a friend to help, or if you can afford 
it, pay someone. YouTube, Vimeo and a 
dedicated Facebook page are good places 
to upload samples. Online portfolio sites  
like Behance, or industry portals such as 
Creative Cow, are also useful.

MAKE IT EASY TO SHARE
An online reel should be easy to download; 
think of adding a Share or Send As Email 
facility. In terms of format, a QuickTime 
movie is usually preferable (using .h264 
compression) as recruiters can step through 
it frame by frame. Remember, not every 
device supports Flash video. 

PREPARE A DECENT DEMO DISC
Although they prefer online reels, studios  
will still accept demos on DVD. This should 
be a correctly authored DVD-video (not a 
data DVD/DVD-ROM) and should contain  
a simple menu system or autoplay. If it’s 
overly complicated, people will switch off 
before they even get to see your work.

TOP AND TAIL
Put your best pieces first and last on the 
reel, as these tend to be the ones a recruiter 
will remember most. Any breakdowns or 
traditional artwork should be supplied 
separately and clearly marked in the DVD 
menu or website navigation so they can  
be reviewed if necessary.

THINK ABOUT MUSIC CHOICE
If you must have music, avoid anything too 
aggressive or electronic and keep it in the 
background. Try to pace it and match the 
mood to the imagery you are showing, 
complement your work with imagination  
in audio choice – for instance, try Big Band  
or Swing for exciting cuts and animation.

TEST BEFORE YOU SEND
Good quality control is a valuable skill, 
prized in any studio, so as a final step 
before sending out a showreel, make sure 
you test it thoroughly. View online demos in 
a web browser and mobile device. If you’re 
sending a DVD, try it in a couple of DVD 
players and different computers beforehand.

Your showreel represents you to people you’ve never 
met, so what’s the best way to show your reel and how  

can you deliver it most effectively?

GET PERSONAL
Never send a generic cover letter. 
Always personalise it to show you have 
taken some time to look at the company 
you are applying to. Reels addressed to 
a job title such as ‘the MD’ or ‘human 
resources’ usually go straight in the bin. 
Keep a cover letter short, and to the point.

ensure your reel is seen

CRAFT A KILLER SHOWREEL  ENSURE YOUR REEL IS SEEN
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  Make your titles simple: plain type over a plain 
background in black and white, rather than 
overblown titles in the style of a film.

  Think before adding music. Do you really need it? 
Audio has the potential to distract and annoy. If you 
do need it, keep it in the background, and make it 
original and complementary to the visuals.

    Keep the showreel short – 30 to 60 seconds 
is good; two minutes maximum for animators;  
or three minutes for riggers or lighting TDs.

    Show what you know – use your reel to highlight the 
breadth of your skillset from animation mechanics to 
developing characters. Try and include examples of 
something modelled from the real world and include 
the original reference.

  Get your work online, so you can add supporting 
material to expand on your showreel.

   Keep the content of your showreel suitable, decent 
and relevant to the company you are pitching to.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
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Graphic design Web design 3D Digital art

www.creativebloq.com

The number one  
destination for graphic design 

news, views and how-tos.
Get Creative

Bloq direct to 
your inbox with  

our weekly 
graphic design 

newsletter
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STUDENT ADVICE

Student 
Advice
From the moment you graduate from your 

design course, the pressure is on to turn 
all that study into gainful employment (and 

preferably in the creative industries, rather than 
a fast-food restaurant). To make it happen you 
need to assemble a smashing portfolio. But what 
should go in it? And how can you make yours 
stand out from the ocean of other graduates 
looking for placements and work?  

First of all, don’t panic. Although the job 
market is very competitive, employers aren’t 
expecting the finished article when they look to fill 
graduate positions. They’re looking for someone 
savvy with potential, so you need to demonstrate 
that you’ve thought about what you’re doing when 
applying for a position or pitching for work. How? 
This following chapter is packed with advice on 
how to get the attention of potential employers.
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Compiling a student portfolio for an 
increasingly competitive marketplace is 

tougher than ever. Here’s how to get ahead

Increased tuition fees in the UK have focused 
minds. Today’s students are more motivated, 
more determined and more career-minded than 
any previous generation. They’re also more 
likely to be burning the midnight oil fine-tuning 
their portfolios than finessing their party moves. 

Whether you’re looking to get a foot in the 
door for a placement or going for an interview 
for that all-important first job, you’ll live or die 
by the calibre of your work, and how you’ve 
chosen to present it…

GET YOUR FOOT 
IN THE DOOR

GET YOUR FOOT 
IN THE DOOR
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STUDENT ADVICE  GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR

HAVE A POINT OF VIEW
And make sure your portfolio of 
work expresses that view clearly. 
Whether online or real world, 
your student portfolio must be an 
extension of your personality as a 
designer, illustrator and creative. 
Don’t be afraid of letting your 
portfolio speak volumes about 
you: your work represents who 
you are and what you can do.  

BE BETTER
It’s essential that your portfolio 
stands out from the myriad of 
other student folios landing on 
desktops across the creative 
industries. How? Creating great 
work is the only way you can 
achieve this. If your work isn’t up 
to it yet, improve it and then improve it some more.  
Don’t try dressing up poor work, it will only show.

EXCEED EXPECTATIONS
Don’t fall into the trap of creating a portfolio of work that 
plays safe – be risky, be playful, be ambitious but most 
importantly be creative. You’re a student, you’re expected  
to be presenting work that challenges the norm. You can 
be a creatively square peg in a round hole…

DO YOUR RESEARCH
Do your homework. However creative you are, showing a 
portfolio of packaging design to a publishing client just isn’t 
smart. Research who you’re going to see and tailor your 
portfolio accordingly. Select relevant work and learn about 
the studio/agency you’re approaching.

PRESENTATION SKILLS
How you present your work should be invisible. Great 
presentation is neither ‘seen’ nor ‘heard’, so keep it simple.  

Let the work do the talking 
and don’t dress it up with 
over-complicated presentation 
techniques. Less is more. Resist 
the temptation to over-embellish; 
be super-restrained. Be cool.

TELL A STORY
Everyone loves a story, and the  
narrative of your student portfolio 
is key to selling you and your 
work. As with professional folios, 
have a beginning, a middle and 
an end. Start with a bang and 
end on a high, and keep the 
attention of your audience 
during the middle section. 

ADAPT AND SURVIVE
A fixed approach won’t work. Recognise positive and 
negative reactions to your portfolio and be prepared to 
up the game if necessary. Review, rearrange and revitalise 
your presentation. Be brave and take out projects that aren’t 
hitting the right notes, and replace them with ones that do.

PROCESS TO PROGRESS
You’re a student, so show your processes – how you have 
developed an idea? How you have perfected a technique? 
How you have finessed and fine-tuned it? But don’t include 
every layout sheet, sketchbook page and screenshot. Be 
selective in showing your processes – show enough to 
demonstrate how you think and work.

FOCUS ON YOUR STRENGTHS
Show your positives and never reveal your negatives. There’s 
no point in including a student project from yesteryear just to 
show you once dabbled in letterpress, if you haven’t gone 
on to master it. Only show what you’re good at now and 
the type of work you’d like to continue with – not a list of 
techniques you once attempted.  

FOCUS ON 
FEEDBACK 

Ask the right people, 
(politely, of course), 
for their constructive 

feedback at every 
opportunity and 

act upon the advice 
given. There are others 

with more experience than 
you have right now, so be 

prepared to use your 
creative brain to pick 
other creative brains. 
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How to Win YOUR FIRST JOB

dO 
KEEP IT PROFESSIONAL
Feel free to present your 
student work, but keep it in a 
professional context. Make it 
clear, concise and confident. 

AIM HIGH
If you’ve got great work, 
see great agencies. They’re 
always keen to see new talent, 
but keep your ego in check. 

SPEND WISELY
A professionally presented 
portfolio, online or offline, can 
be made cheaply but should 
never look cheap.

GO GREEN
Consider environmental 
issues. Use sustainable 
materials for your portfolio 
and demonstrate you care.

don’t 
WORRY IF IT’S UNFINISHED
Work in progress is fine if it’s 
used to demonstrate your best 
skills and ideas. Explain how 
you’d finish it, though.

LEAVE OUT THE BIG STUFF
Don’t limit your portfolio 
to work you can print out. 
Photograph your plus-size 
projects and show them too.

FORGET TO EXPLAIN
Always label your work with 
brief captions so that if it’s 
viewed in your absence it still 
makes sense.

HANG AROUND
Focus on getting your portfolio 
together and putting it in front 
of as many design and media 
professionals as possible.
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STUDENT ADVICE  LANDING A JOB

Mucho is a global visual communications 
and graphic design studio that specialises in 
strong ideas. The agency boasts a powerful 
portfolio of work for a plethora of clients, 
ranging from huge multinationals to boutique 
publishing houses, cultural organisations 
and beyond.

For Mucho partner Tilman Sole, one of 
the most effective ways to capture his 
attention is through print. “A nice brochure 
with quality paper would be good advice,” 
he reflects. “I receive about 60-80 emails 
every day. A mail from someone who I don’t 
know goes directly to the bottom.  If you 
want to show animations or other stuff that 
is hard to show on paper, put the link in  
the brochure.”

He continues: “The other things is, only 
show your best projects, even if they’re few 
and they’re school projects. That’s okay. We 
will see your potential.”

Willingness to work is one of the key 
character traits Sole looks for evidence of in 
prospective new studio members, along 
with a good attitude. “Be yourself because 
we don’t hire designers only for their 
designing skills,” he concludes. “We also 
hire people for their personality. In the end 
we will be doing a lot of hours together.”

 Case study:
Getting a foot 
on the ladder
Mucho partner Tilman Sole reveals how a recent 
graduate can get a foot in the doorway at the global 
boutique studio…

  TILMAN SOLE 
PARTNER, MUCHO 
WWW.WEAREMUCHO.COM
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   Don’t dress up work you’re not happy with just to 
pad out your student portfolio. Stick to your best 
stuff, and keep it fresh and relevant.

   Keep the presentation seamless and invisible.  
Let your work stand up for itself and don’t over-
dress your folio with unnecessary embellishments.

   Tell a story with your portfolio. Have a strong 
beginning, middle and end, keeping it coherent  
and sparkling throughout. 

   Listen and act upon all reactions to your folio 
– positive as well as negative. Review your 
presentation and drop the work that gets the 
least favourable reviews.

   Be selective about processes you show. It’s fine to 
show background workings, but you don’t need to 
reveal every sketch to show your journey.

   Play upon your strengths and don’t include one-offs 
or weaker areas, especially if you don’t intend to 
pursue them in the future.

CHAPTER SUMMARY



You’ll find additional imagery, exclusive audio and video content in  
every issue, including some superb screencasts that tie in with  
the practical projects from the issue’s authors. Don’t miss it!

TRY IT FOR FREE TODAY WITH OUR NO-OBLIGATION 30-DAY TRIAL AT   
UK: netm.ag/itunesuk-265 US: netm.ag/itunesus-265

MAGAZINE IPAD EDITION
The iPad edition of net has been completely rebuilt from the 

ground up as a tablet-optimised reading experience. 

TRY IT 
FOR FREE 
TODAY!
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GET YOUR WORK SEEN

W hether you’re just getting started on 
the freelance circuit, hunting for a job or 
revamping your studio brand, a stunning 

portfolio is an essential basis for self-promotion 
– but that’s not all it takes to get noticed. Once 
you’ve put your folio together, the next step is 
to persuade people to look at it. So how do you 
ensure it gets under the noses of the right people?

From making the most of Behance and 
promoting your projects across multiple social 
networks to influencer marketing, this chapter is 
packed with top tips on promoting your portfolio 
once it’s up and running. 

Get your 
work seen
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Once you’ve put together an amazing portfolio, 
devote some energy to increasing its visibility. 
After all, it’s there to be seen, so you’ll want to 
do everything you can to make that happen. 
Don’t just upload your work and hope someone 
notices it – go online and take advantage of 
a host of quick, effective, cheap or even free 
ways to increase exposure, from tagging your 
work properly to registering with search 
engines. Read on to discover how.

A cracking portfolio is all very well,  
but it’s useless if no-one looks at it.  
You need to make your folio shine 

Stand  
out online

Stand  
out online
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GET YOUR WORK SEEN  STAND OUT ONLINE

CROSS-PROMOTE
Cross-promotion is a quick, 
efficient way to increase 
the visibility of your portfolio.  
Use Behance’s promotion tools 
(Me>Invite & Promote) to connect 
your account to Twitter and 
Facebook, showcase your 
work on LinkedIn using Creative 
Portfolio Display and notify your 
Followers and Feedback Circle 
when you publish new work.

PING YOUR LINKS
Don’t just sit around waiting for 
Google to notice your newest 
projects. Use a ping tool to tell 
search engines about any URLs 
you create. There are plenty of 
free options, such as Pingmylink 
(www.pingmylink.com), Pingler 
(www.pingler.com) or Pingomatic 
(www.pingomatic.com), which 
let you submit your links for 
search engine indexing.

TARGET KEY INFLUENCERS
Find out who’s talking to your target audience and build 
relationships with those key influencers. Aim to engage with 
established voices who have influence over your peers or 
prospective clients, such as tweeters and bloggers – follow 
and interact with them, but don’t just shout about yourself.

BEHANCE GALLERIES
Use multiple images per project and pick a great cover image 
to increase your chances of inclusion in Behance’s curated 
galleries, along with links to external galleries such as AIGA 
Member Portfolios and the Adweek Talent Gallery – click 
through to each and check individual requirements.

CHOOSE CORE CHANNELS
Focus on updating a few core channels rather than joining 
every single network. You don’t want to look desperate, and 

it’s time-consuming uploading 
each project to different sites. 
Stick to posting links, or 
uploading a few of your best 
projects, on a selection of sites.

SUBMIT TO BLOGS
Design blogs are always on the 
lookout for good work. Check 
the guidelines for details of what 
to send and how, and keep it 
relevant – it’s no use sending 
student work to a site that only 
covers client commissions, or 
expecting a branding blog to 
look at your latest illustration.

USE TAGS AND CATEGORIES
Make it easy for the right people 
to find your work by adding 
tags and keywords wherever 
possible. Sites like Behance 
encourage users to browse by 
discipline – if the most relevant 
creative field isn’t an option, pick 
the closest fit and use tags to 
add your own bespoke terms.

SHOUT ABOUT CSS
If you’ve designed and hand-coded your own site rather 
than using an off-the-shelf solution such as Behance or 
Cargo, make sure you shout about that fact. Submit your 
design for inclusion in CSS galleries, enter awards and 
include some brief text about who designed the site and 
put it in a prominent place where visitors will spot it.

CALL TO ACTION
Be on the lookout for any opportunities to direct people 
back to your portfolio. If you’re posting work-in-progress 
on Dribbble (www.dribbble.com), include links to similar, 
finished projects within the description. Creating a bespoke 
background for your Twitter feed is another simple, free 
opportunity to include a call to action.

BEHANCE SAYS…
“Our curators look through 

thousands of projects 
every day, and here’s what 
matters: length, concept 
and presentation. Aim for 

a comprehensive, but 
not overwhelming, visual 

representation of what you 
worked on. Presentation 

should be clean, organised 
and professional – in some 
ways that’s as important as 

the quality of the work.” 
Sarah Rapp, community 

manager, Behance
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For award-winning creative collective Bread, 
self-promotion is a team effort. “As with 
most of the aspects of running the studio, 
we all try and chip in,” explains Bread 
creative director Victoria Walmsley. “When 
you’re busy it’s hard to dedicate time to 
self-promotion but we’ve learnt that it’s 
something you always have to keep on top 
of – you never know when you might have a 
quiet spell.”

The studio, which picked up a 2013 
YCN design and communication award, 
uses social media to promote its work and 
keep people engaged with its latest 
activities. “It’s a great, immediate way to 
keep at the forefront of people’s minds,” 
says Walmsley. “We often post our working 
process to Instagram and Twitter too, as 
people like to see how we work – and are 
often even more interested in this than the 
final outcome.”

Every January, Bread Collective also 
produces a mini newspaper showcasing the 
past year’s work, which the team send out 
to prospective clients. “This is a great, 
high-impact option – and it’s also cheap to 
produce,” adds Walmsley.

“Don’t be afraid to get out there and 
show people your work,” she continues. 
“We’ve found that if you start to produce the 
work you want to do for yourself, when 
people see it they buy into it more easily. We 
usually have a list of dream clients and focus 
on the top five, and when we have chance 
we will approach them with projects we 
would like to do for them. This initiative is 
really key.”

 Case study:
How to raise 
awareness 

  VICTORIA WALMSLEY 
CREATIVE DIRECTOR,  
BREAD COLLECTIVE 
WWW.BREADCOLLECTIVE.CO.UK

Bread creative director Victoria Walmsley explains 
how the London-based design collective engages 
its prospective clients
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GET YOUR WORK SEEN  DRIBBBLE

make a splash on Dribbble

dO 
UPLOAD A CREATIVE AVATAR 
And don’t forget to complete 
your bio with interesting and 
relevant information, plus a link 
to your online portfolio. This 
helps new users to get ‘drafted’. 

MEET AND GREET  
Interact with other Dribbblers. 
Like shots. Leave comments. 
Send rebounds. It’s the best 
way to lead others to your work, 
giving projects more exposure. 

BE PROFESSIONAL  
It’s not unheard of for creatives 
to land jobs based on their 
Dribbble profile. Keep in mind 
that potential employees could 
be looking at your feed.

don’t 
LET YOUR PROFILE STAGNATE 
As with all web work, regular 
updates are an absolute must. 
It’s important that the Dribbble 
community sees that you’re 
creatively active.

BE SELF-CENTRED  
Try not to focus solely on 
your own work. Don’t forget 
that Dribbble can be an 
effective source of inspiration, 
when creative block strikes. 

FORGET TO NETWORK  
We all know what a valuable 
tool Twitter is for meeting like-
minded people. The same can 
be said of Dribbble, if you use 
it in the right way. 

Dribbble is the basketball-themed site where creatives 
share feedback on their works in progress – log on  

at dribbble.com. Here’s how to get the most from the site
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Social media 
and you

CRAFT YOUR PROFILE
Whatever social medium you’re 
using, make sure that your profile 
clearly states who you are and 
what you do. Humour is good, 
but not at the expense of clarity. 
This is also the ideal place to 
include a link to your online 
portfolio, so make sure it’s 
included there.

BE PROFESSIONAL
Remember, you’re doing this to 
promote yourself and the work in 
your portfolio so make sure your 
posts and the expressions you 
use stay within the bounds of 
professionalism. This doesn’t 
mean you have to be boring, but 
gossip, ranting, swearing and 
arguing are not job winners…

WHAT YOU SAY
When you post, say something 
interesting. Don’t share every 
mundane detail of your life, 
and don’t constantly blast your 
web address – it should be in 
your profile text (see 01). Post 
inspiring links, join in discussions 
and be part of the community  
in the field you work in.

REFLECT YOUR BRAND
Use your avatar or profile image, 
wallpapers, background theme 
and any other customisation 
opportunities to reflect the look 
and feel of your brand, if you 
have one. Craft the impression 
your social media accounts give 
so that they chime with your 
overall creative style.

CRAFT EACH POST
Try and think of innovative and 
interesting ways of using your 
social media accounts. Can you 
say something in a clever way? 
Maybe you could use a series  
of posts along with images to 
create a narrative. If you can 
engage people each time you 
post you’re onto a winner.

STAY POSITIVE
What bothers people most about 
social media? It might just be all 
the negativity. Always resist 
the temptation to moan. It will 
pass, and then you can post 
something fun, share information 
that could really help another 
creative, or give somebody 
a much-needed shout out.

When used strategically, platforms like 
Facebook and Twitter are great for drawing 

attention to your creative portfolio
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GET YOUR WORK SEEN  SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media can bite you back if you’re not careful. 
Here are four temptations to resist at all costs  

OVERSELLING
We’ve all seen it – social media used to generate traffic and sell goods and services. 
While it’s great to tell potential clients about new work you’ve posted and projects you’re 
excited about, be wary of pushing too hard, or spamming. And remember, if selling 
turns them off, begging will make them run a mile.

DIRTY LAUNDRY
There have been a number of high profile cases in recent years of designers and 
their clients taking disputes onto Twitter. We recommend keeping all business-related 
communication to private channels. After all, professional reputations can be irreparably 
damaged in public online punch-ups.

IT’S NOT PERSONAL
Though plenty of other people will be using social media as private individuals, you are 
using it to promote your work. If you receive constructive criticism, take it gracefully but if 
you get abuse ignore it rather than engaging with it. And don’t take it personally if people 
don’t follow you back or happen to unfollow you. It happens all the time on social media.

DISTRACTION
Keeping up-to-date with the industry, scouting for work, and contributing to your social 
media circles is great, but don’t let it become a distraction. Creatives who are constantly 
posting give the impression that they’re not doing much work. After all, you want clients 
to think you’re in demand and that your time is valuable.

Avoid social 
media suicide
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Investing a little time in some creative SEO 
is a cost-effective way to attract a bigger 

audience to your online portfolio

KNOW YOUR KEYWORDS
Before you start making any website 
improvements or building links, determine 
which keywords you want to target based  
on what type of traffic you want to attract.

GO NICHE
Remember that you want relevant keywords 
that will convert into a sale or a lead from a 
potential client. Bigger traffic isn’t always 
better, so don’t focus on the big audience 
grabs. Go niche and specific, and target 
words that relate to your services.

USE THE RIGHT TOOLS
Google’s Keyword Tool enables you to find 
keywords related to the ones you enter and 
see how many searches they get per month, 
both globally and locally. Apply it to your 
keywords and then take action.

CHECK THE COMPETITION
There’s nothing wrong with examining the 
websites of your competitors and using similar 
techniques to theirs. By using a tool such as 
SimilarSites you can find lots of competitors 
and see what keywords they’re optimising for. 

OPTIMISE YOUR SITE
Once you’ve determined the keywords you 
want to target, you’ll need to optimise your 
content and code. The way you structure your 
site and its content helps Google determine 
what it thinks your site is all about, and how  
it can best promote it.

SPEED UP
The speed of your website can have a big 
influence on your rankings. Google’s Page 
Speed Tool is free, and provides great tips on 
how to improve the speed of your site. Some 
simple tweaks can make all the difference here.

BUILD LINKS
The main objective in link building is to identify 
link prospects that will benefit your site, with 
the goal of securing a link. There’s lots to keep 
track of, but sites such as www.ontolo.com 
and www.majesticseo.com can help.

TRACK AND ANALYSE
SEO is about testing, so monitoring your 
results is crucial. Track that into site numbers 
and client leads, and you’ll have data showing 
how successful your campaign is.

increase your 
site traffic

 



JING ZHANG 
Illustrator and designer

www.mazakii.com

Don’t 
underestimate 
the power of 
tagging. think 
twice before 
entering your 

keywords. 
‘infographics’ 
and ‘isometric’ 
are what my 

clients usually 
search for

GET YOUR WORK SEEN   INCREASE YOUR SITE TRAFFIC
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REDESIGN VS REALIGN
As designer Cameron Moll once speculated: 
“Good designers redesign; great designers 
realign.” Regularly overhauling your portfolio 
site might seem like a tempting way to 
attract visitors while scratching a creative 
itch, but it can also make you look flakey, 
and like you’ve got far too much time on 
your hands. Sometimes a more subtle 
approach is needed.

ADD MORE CONTENT
Content is king, so make sure you’ve 
got something really interesting to offer. 
Are you giving people enough reasons 
to stay and click around your site? Look 
for opportunities to add more content, 
such as writing snappy descriptions for 
your projects or adding a blog – just be 
sure to update it regularly to keep your 
visitors coming back for more.

FOCUS ON FUNCTION
What do you need to improve on your 
site, and why? Think about and answer this 
question before you start tinkering – try to 
focus on purpose and function rather than 
aesthetics. Do a thorough analysis of your 
site’s statistics to see what is and isn’t 
working. Also, resist the temptation to 
scrap everything and start again just 
because you’re bored or frustrated.

MAINTAIN OLD LINKS
If you can, try to avoid breaking old links 
within your site. It can be hugely frustrating 
for visitors to follow a link from a tweet or 
blog entry, only to discover that it’s no longer 
working. It’s best to think twice before you 
start moving your content around for no 
good reason, or introduce a new portfolio 
structure that will change the way your 
URLs are formed.

REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE
Repurpose wherever possible. You’ll 
confuse people if you keep changing things 
around, so build a consistent profile with 
some creative wiggle-room, rather than 
constantly changing the look and feel of 
your online brand. Otherwise, you’re not 
giving people a chance to trust and 
recognise you.

MAKE A SONG AND DANCE
If you do feel the need to give your site 
a complete creative overhaul, take the 
opportunity to do some self-promotion at 
the same time, and turn the relaunch into 
an event. Time it carefully – such as waiting 
for a particularly cool new project to be 
completed – and target key influencers 
with news of your relaunch.

Time to redesign?
Should you totally overhaul your folio 
website if it isn’t bringing in enough 
traffic, or are small tweaks enough? 
Think carefully before jumping in
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GET YOUR WORK SEEN  SELF-MARKETING

One great way to get your portfolio in front 
of the people who count is by attending an 
accredited creative portfolio event.

Hanyi Lee is chief creative officer at 
The Secret Little Agency. She was involved 
with Singapore’s ADC Portfolio Night and 
believes that portfolio-focused events are a 
win-win situation: “Creatives can get a little 
insular at times. Portfolio nights offer young 
creatives a good opportunity to get out of 
their bubble and have a sense check,” she 
explains. “There aren’t many industry-wide 
events that benefit their attendees on a 
multi-tiered level – for both the employers 
and potential hires. I love the rapid-fire, 
speed dating-style system. It forces both 
parties to get to the point. Quickly.”

As well as ADC’s Portfolio Nights, 
AIGA, the UK’s Design Council, New 
Designers and D&AD New Blood, all 
organise and support creative portfolio 
events. So what do potential employers 
want to see in a portfolio? “Creative clarity,” 
says Lee. “Imagine you’re looking at your 
portfolio for the first time. In two seconds, 
do you get what the work is about? The 
explanation of the work is as important as 
the work itself.”

For young creatives, integrated work 
based on a strong idea is key. “I worry when 
a portfolio is made up solely of print work, 
with no digital or video extensions,” adds 
Lee. “Practice a one-liner that sums up each 
piece of work,” she continues. “And bring a 
simple name card for memorability.”
For more in-depth portfolio advice, pick up a 
copy of Computer Arts issue 227:  
www.bit.ly/CA_portfolio

 Case study:
Maximise your 
portfolio events

  HANYI LEE 
CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER,  
THE SECRET LITTLE AGENCY 
WWW.THESECRETLITTLEAGENCY.COM

The Secret Little Agency’s Hanyi Lee  
explains how to get in front of a globally 
renowned creative director
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FIGURE IT OUT
Think carefully about costs before you start. While you’ll 
be hoping for quick, positive results, be realistic about 
how much you can afford to spend based on current 
finances. Set – and stick to – a budget that won’t 
cripple you while you’re waiting to land some work.

CALL TO ACTION
A great self-promo campaign always starts with a clear 
objective. While the ultimate aim is to get a job or land a 
freelance brief – or get an interview at least – you’ll need 
to identify an immediate call to action. Basically, you 
want them to check out your portfolio, and the primary 
purpose of your campaign is to communicate this.

WHAT’S YOUR HOOK?
Think about your target audience, and what’s most  
likely to grab their attention. A time-pressed art 
editor who sees numerous portfolios may appreciate 
the convenience of a click-through from a digital mailer, 
but tactile print collateral that’s designed to wow will 
always cut through digital noise.

SELL YOUR SKILLS
You need to send a clear message about what makes 
you a good person to work with, and what makes your 
work unique. Make sure your strengths come through in 
your campaign and that people remember them.  

CRAFT IS CRUCIAL
Whether it’s quirky and original or clear and high-impact 
that you’re going for, the execution must do it justice: 
craft matters as much as concept. This doesn’t have to 
mean spending a lot of money, though – it might simply 
be a case of putting in the time and effort to make your 
campaign great.

CONSISTENT VISUALS
Your self-promotional campaign should link in with your 
wider branding system and/or your creative approach. 
Build consistency across your identity from your logo 
through to your type choices and colour schemes.

FINER DETAILS
Pay attention to the finer details of your campaign and 
enlist other people to give it a final check. Your amazing 
first impression could be scuppered by bad grammar, a 
typo or a print boo-boo. Also, make sure your campaign 
reaches the right person at the right time, so do some 
research. There’s no point writing to an abandoned 
inbox or sending parcels to an obsolete address.

TEST IT FIRST
Do an initial test run so you can iron out any delivery 
issues before launch. The fact that you’ve underpaid 
on postage, your portfolio images turn up blank in the 
email or you’ve hidden the link to your showreel isn’t 
something you’ll want to hear from other people.

DON’T BE A STALKER
Contact recipients to check they received your promo, 
ask what they thought of your portfolio, and suggest a 
meeting. A week is often a good time to leave it, as your 
promo will still be fresh in their minds. Just make sure 
you don’t badger them – you don’t want to be the 
design industry’s latest stalker.

PICK UP THE SELF-PROMO HANDBOOK
Self-promo is an investment – you never know 
when your efforts will pay off. You’ll find hundreds 
of additional ways to get your portfolio in front of 
the people who count, and win more work, inside 
The Self-Promo Handbook: www.bit.ly/141084F.   

BUILD A PROMO 
CAMPAIGN

Once you’ve assembled a body of work that you 
want potential employers to see, why not cook up  
a full-blown promo campaign to spread the word?



  Find out who’s in with your target audience, and start 
to build relationships with those key influencers.

  Follow and interact with others on social media.  
Get known, by all means – but don’t just go online  
to blow your own trumpet.

  Focus on uploading your best work to a few core  
sites, rather than spreading yourself thinly across 
many. This means you can be more efficient with 
your time and won’t come across as desperate.

  Use social media channels to point potential clients or 
employers towards your portfolio, but make sure you 
do so in a professional rather than a casual manner.

  Get creative with SEO to ensure your site cuts through 
the noise and brings in maximum traffic – use the stats 
to assess how successful it is.

  When updating your site, take time to think about  
what you need to do to benefit yourself as well as  
the visitors. Sometimes a quick refresh is all it needs 
to better engage users, rather than a full-on redesign. 

CHAPTER SUMMARY
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GET YOUR WORK SEEN  SELF-PROMO
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PRESENT YOUR FOLIO

present 
your folio

E ven the most lovingly assembled portfolio 
won’t speak for itself. When the call comes 
in asking you for an interview or informal 

meeting, you need to be able to present your work 
with passion and depth. Potential employers and 
clients want to hear what you’ve got to say about 
each piece of work. Their thinking is simple: if you 
can’t talk coherently about your own projects, 
how are you going to explain your ideas to 
colleagues and clients on a daily basis?

Pulling off the perfect presentation can 
be nerve-wracking, but the tips and advice in 
this chapter have been assembled to give you 
confidence when you most need it.
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It isn’t just your work in the spotlight 
during a portfolio meeting, your 

communication skills are also on show

Guiding a prospective employer through 
your portfolio is a key part of any design job 
interview. Even freelancer designers and 
illustrators occasionally need to explain their 
work in order to win new briefs. If presenting 
fills you with dread, remember it’s a skill you 
can learn – and the more you talk about your 
work and your abilities, the better you’ll become 
at it. Here are some key pointers for success.

Presenting 
with panache
Presenting 

with panache
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PRESENT YOUR FOLIO  PRESENTING WITH PANACHE

RELEVANCE
Presenting your work during an 
interview isn’t just about picking 
the best-looking pieces, it’s 
about relating examples of your 
work to the skills and abilities the 
interviewer is looking for. Can you 
tell a story, supported by your 
work, showing how you solved a 
problem, applied your creativity, 
and met the brief?

BEATING NERVES
If you’re feeling nervous about 
going to an interview, ask if you 
can practice presenting your 
work to a friend – all the better 
if that friend is a fellow designer. 
Run through what you want to 
say a couple of times, before the 
interview, to automatically give 
you a little extra confidence.

WHAT TO WEAR?
It’s safe to say that three-piece suits aren’t necessary if 
you’re going for a job in the creative industries, but this 
doesn’t mean that all decorum has gone out the window. 
Select an outfit that’s neat and tidy, and demonstrates you’re 
serious about getting the position or winning the work.

CONFIDENCE
Interviews are nerve-wracking, but show that you are 
confident when you arrive by introducing yourself and 
shaking hands with those who are reviewing your portfolio. 
Look them in the eye, be friendly and try to relax. Usually, 
they’ll ask you to present your portfolio before moving on 
to more general questions.

ENTHUSIASM
Be positive about each piece that you’ve selected: never 
belittle it or make excuses. If you’re not behind any of the 

work in your portfolio, perhaps 
it shouldn’t be there. Tell the 
interviewers what you enjoyed 
about the projects you worked 
on as much as why you like the 
final outcome. 

THE REVEAL
One particularly effective 
storytelling technique that 
you can use is to preface each 
example briefly before you reveal 
the work. Something along the 
lines of: “The next piece will 
hopefully demonstrate how 
I was able to think on my feet 
when the brief was changed five 
days before we were meant to 
submit. The typography is 
something special too…”

LISTEN, THINK, RESPOND
Don’t get so into your patter that you can’t stop and respond 
to any questions that will inevitably come up. Think carefully 
about what’s being asked rather than rushing a response so 
that you can get back to your presentation. The interviewer 
might be prompting you towards how the work is relevant.

THE WRAP-UP
It’s common for interviewees to prepare a ‘leave-behind’ – 
this could be as simple as a postcard or brochure displaying 
your best work and contact details, or even something a little 
more innovative. Whatever it is, you want the interviewer to 
remember you and your work, and to get in touch.

FOLLOW-UP
A day or two after the meeting, contact the people who saw 
you to thank them for their time and ask them if they have 
any feedback to offer. They may or may not get back to you, 
but it demonstrates that you’re polite and willing to listen and 
learn, and reinforces your interest.

PREPARATION
Do your homework on 

the studio or agency you’re 
going to see. If they focus 
on branding and corporate 
identity, don’t stack your 
portfolio with packaging 

and illustration examples. 
Learn about their clients 

and portfolio, and try your 
best to find complementary 

work to include in yours.
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What they really 
want to know

ARE YOU CREATIVE?
Naturally, one of the key things a 
creative lead wants to find out through 
an interview is how creative you are. 
Adding strong creative minds to the 
team could be the bottom line, so think 
about examples you can offer that show 
how your ideas led to an interesting, 
innovative and creative solution. 

ARE YOU CONFIDENT 
OR OVER-CONFIDENT?
Watch for questions that ask you what 
your biggest successes have been, or 
how others would describe you and your 
work. The interviewer wants to find out 
if you’re the type to exaggerate your 
abilities and whether or not you’re 
going to be difficult to work with.

LOADED QUESTIONS
Your interviewer might ask, “What do 
you think of our work?” They’re really 
seeing if you’ve done your homework, 
and whether you can communicate 
honestly and diplomatically. Take the 
positive rather than the critical route  
– tell them what your favourite work 
they’ve done is and why.

ARE YOU A GOOD FIT?
While you present your portfolio, as well 
as during the interview, the folks offering 
the job will be trying to work out whether 
or not you’re going to fit in with the rest 
of their existing team. If you’re not, there 
isn’t much you can do about it, so don’t 
beat yourself up if you miss out on a 
particular opportunity.

HOW YOU TAKE FEEDBACK
Creative people are told ‘no’ all the time. 
They have to amend work they love, 
and respond positively to all kinds of 
feedback and criticism. Show that you 
can do this in an interview and you’ll win 
points, but make sure you make it known 
what you believe in. Don’t just be a 
yes-person or a wet blanket.

TABLES TURNED
Often interviewers conclude with, “Have 
you got any questions for us?” Don’t 
ask about holiday pay or the company 
pension. Use the opportunity to show 
genuine interest in what they do – who 
did they work with on a given project, 
what was the strategy behind a certain 
campaign and so forth.

There’s a fascinating psychological angle to job 
interviews that you need to be aware of. These tips help 

explain the thinking on the other side of the table
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PRESENTING YOUR FOLIO  INTERVIEW SUCCESS

“First and foremost the work has to be 
amazing. It has to either turn my head, or 
make me go ‘I wish I’d done that’,” begins 
Michael C. Place, who worked for Trevor 
Jackson and the Designers Republic before 
founding London-based design consultancy 
Build in 2001. “The person has to show that 
design is a big part of their life – they have to 
be passionate about it. Work that I haven’t 
seen anything like before is also a sure fire 
way to get my attention.”

Aside from passion, social skills score 
highly for Place at interview level. Build is a 
small studio, he says, so it’s important any 
new team members will fit in. “I’ve seen 
people come into a studio who have great 
work but just don’t fit in and it can really 
destroy a studio,” he explains. “I would 
definitely make allowances for someone 
whose work is amazing, but we need to 
make sure the person isn’t going to annoy 
the rest of the team!”

Is there anything he doesn’t want to 
see at interview? “Don’t turn up late or – just 
as bad – early,” advises Place, adding that 
trying to be cool isn’t recommended either. “ 
I just don’t get it, so please don’t act cool.”

He continues: “Don’t expect to get  
on a studio’s Wi-Fi to show your portfolio, 
prepare a version that works locally – and if 
you’re passionate about print, don’t present 
your portfolio solely onscreen. 

Make sure you’ve researched the 
studio you’re interviewing for, Place 
concludes. “Try not to be nervous, most 
people are pretty laid back and have also 
gone through the same process,” he says. 
“Take a deep breath and go for it.”

 Case study:
Opening doors

  MICHAEL C. PLACE 
FOUNDER, BUILD 
WWW.WEAREBUILD.COM

Build founder Michael C. Place offers some  
expert tips on how to grab his attention during  
an interview…
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nail every interview

dO 
CUSTOMISE  
Tailor your portfolio for every 
interview you go to. Select 
the work that helps tell the 
story you want to tell to that 
particular employer.

TELL IT LIKE IT IS
Let the people interviewing 
you know that you really 
want the job. Surprisingly 
few people actually say 
this but it’s something an 
interviewer wants to hear.

GET IN THE LIMELIGHT 
Say what your role has 
been in the projects you’re 
showing, and credit the 
other people you worked 
with. Sharing success will 
show you in a good light.

don’t 
BE A SOFTWARE BORE
Yes, you’ll need software 
skills and it’s good to show 
you have them, but you 
wouldn’t talk about a pencil 
and ruler, would you?

OVERWHELM  
THE INTERVIEWER
Try not to overload your 
portfolio. A dozen items, say 
15 max, is more than enough 
for your presentation.

RELY ON THE INTERNET 
Or a mobile connection – it’s 
asking for trouble. If you’re 
going to show your work 
on an iPad or laptop, make 
sure it’s on the device, laid 
out and ready to show. In 
other words: be prepared. 
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PRESENT YOUR FOLIO  NAIL EVERY INTERVIEW

  Practice presenting your portfolio before an 
interview or meeting. Rehearse out loud, and 
ask a designer friend to listen and give feedback.

   Once you’ve done your research about the studio 
or company, create a bespoke portfolio that shows  
off your work but fits in with them too.

   Have confidence in your work. Briefly explain the 
background behind each piece before revealing it, 
to give the interviewers some context. Say why the 
piece worked and why you like it.

   Be aware of what companies are looking for outside 
of your design skills. Remember that, ultimately, you 
will have to fit in, so try and relax in the interview.

   Make sure your CV is proofread, flows well and is 
clearly laid out. It will support your portfolio, so it 
needs to be just as polished.

   Make an impression; use a little humour. At the close 
of the interview, ask questions about the company, 
mentioning specific projects or brands. And, finally, 
don’t forget to leave your contact details.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
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essential 
Resources

O nce you’ve assembled a brilliant portfolio, 
the next step is to start looking for some 
work. In our Resources listings we’ve 

included an array of recruitment sites. The creative-
specific recruiters are a good place to start, but even 
the more general jobs sites include graphic design, 
web design and a range of other creative positions.

And, if all the advice included in The Portfolio 
Handbook is leaving you hungry for more, we’ve 
also included links to articles that focus on portfolio, 
interview and showreel tips. Many of these underline 
the key points we’ve been making throughout these 
pages, so read on for more portfolio inspiration.
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PORTFOLIO SITES

BEHANCE
www.behance.net

CARBONMADE
www.carbonmade.com

CARGO COLLECTIVE
www.cargocollective.com

COROFLOT.COM
www.coroflot.com

CREVADO
www.crevado.com

DESIGN:RELATED
www.designrelated.com/portfolios

DEVIANT ART
www.deviantart.com

FIGDIG
www.figdig.com

FLAVORS
www.flavors.me

FLICKR
www.flickr.com

GLOSSOM
www.glossom.com

JOBRARY
www.jobrary.com

KROP
www.krop.com

NOTCOT
www.notcot.org

PORTFOLIO BOX
www.portfoliobox.net

PORTFOLIO OPEN
www.portfoliopen.com

SHOWN’D
www.shownd.com

SOCIETY6
www.society6.com

SQUARESPACE
www.squarespace.com

VIMEO
www.vimeo.com
 

PORTFOLIO ADVICE

AIGA
www.aiga.org/portfolio-presenting
Tips on creating and presenting 
a portfolio by Steff Geissbuhler 

THE ASSOCIATION  
OF ILLUSTRATORS
www.theaoi.com
The AOI offers free online portfolios to 
members and does portfolio clinics as 
a benefit of membership

CREATIVE BLOQ
www.tinyurl.com/oq4738o
www.tinyurl.com/nwqnrm7
10 quick tips on improving your 
portfolio, plus how to create the 
perfect design calling card

DESIGN SOJOURN
www.tinyurl.com/8fqlh5p
10 essential tips for creating  
a portfolio by Brian Ling

JEN BETTON ILLUSTRATION
www.tinyurl.com/nsss9nl
Key portfolio tips from this  
successful children’s illustrator

NUBBY TWIGLET
www.tinyurl.com/25a47qy
Insightful advice for creating  
a print-based portfolio

UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH
www.tinyurl.com/obxl8fh
Portfolio tips from the illustration 
course at Plymouth University

YOU THE DESIGNER
www.tinyurl.com/5bwdm9
12 steps to a super graphic  
design portfolio by Candace Wu

INTERVIEW ADVICE 

CREATIVE BLOQ
www.tinyurl.com/asfqwm2
The creative website brings you  
20 tips for design interview success 

DAVID AIREY
www.tinyurl.com/6ebgte
The design blogger shares Lee 
Newham’s job interview tips

DESIGN SHACK
www.tinyurl.com/owfg6s7
How to prepare for your first design 
job interview from this online resource 

FRINGE FOCUS
www.tinyurl.com/oale7mu
Design expert Rob Loukotka presents 
five tips on design job interviews

HOW DESIGN
www.tinyurl.com/n9e7yvb
A range of articles on portfolios, 
interviews and designers’ CVs

MONSTER CAREER ADVICE
www.tinyurl.com/8xt9qtj
General job interview tips from  
the recruitment website Monster

PIXEL77
www.tinyurl.com/3hqcsfy
Design skills and advice blog offering 
job interview tips for graphic designers

PSD TUTS+
www.tinyurl.com/pf7xy8
Preparing and talking about  
your graphic design portfolio

SMASHING MAGAZINE
www.tinyurl.com/okdnmbf
Seven tips relevant to interviews for 
both web and graphic design jobs

SHOWREEL ADVICE

3D WORLD  
MAGAZINE
www.tinyurl.com/okujqav
Our sister magazine explains  
how to get hired in 3D 

4MATIONS
www.tinyurl.com/oc8tjr9
Channel 4’s animation website, with 
tips on how to create a showreel

11 SECOND CLUB
www.tinyurl.com/ozfu9ze
A forum section dedicated  
to showreel advice

ANIMATIONBASE
www.tinyurl.com/n9zky8h
From cover letters to showreels 
and everything in between
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ESCAPE STUDIOS
www.tinyurl.com/nsyjatz
The institute offering VFX training 
shares its tips for a perfect showreel

HUSSIN KHAN
www.tinyurl.com/p7ads58
Advice for success from visual  
effects educator Hussin Khan

INTERNATIONAL FILM 
SCHOOL SYDNEY
www.tinyurl.com/d7naj43
Another set of 12 great tips  
for an effective showreel

YOOBEE SCHOOL OF DESIGN
www.tinyurl.com/oomnmzr
Simple showreel tips that win 
animation jobs.

RECRUITMENT SITES

ADREM
www.adrem.uk.com/ 
channel/digital

CREATIVE BLOQ
jobs.creativebloq.com

CREATIVE COW
jobs.creativecow.net

CREATIVE HEADS
www.creativeheads.net

GLOSS RECRUITMENT
www.glossrecruitment.com

INDEED
www.indeed.co.uk

MAD JOBS
jobs.mad.co.uk

MONSTER
www.monster.co.uk

MUSTARD JOBS
www.mustardjobs.co.uk

.NET MAGAZINE
www.jobs.netmagazine.com
 
NU CREATIVE TALENT
www.nucreativetalent.co.uk

PURPLE
www.purple-consultancy.com

REED
www.reed.co.uk

TOTAL JOBS
www.totaljobs.com

VFX RECRUIT
www.vfx-recruit.com

W4A
www.websites4agencies.com

READING

BECOMING A DIGITAL DESIGNER
Steven Heller and David Womack

HOW TO CREATE A PORTFOLIO 
AND GET HIRED
Fig Taylor 

HOW TO GET A JOB IN 
COMPUTER ANIMATION
Ed Harriss

HOW TO GET THAT VISUAL 
EFFECTS JOB
Demis Lyall Wilson

HOW TO LAND A TOP-PAYING 
WEB DESIGNERS JOB
Armstrong Raymond

HOW TO MAKE IT AS AN 
ADVERTISING CREATIVE
Simon Veksner

HOW TO PUT YOUR BOOK 
TOGETHER AND GET A JOB 
IN ADVERTISING 
Maxine Paetro

POPULAR LIES ABOUT  
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Craig Ward 

STEAL LIKE AN ARTIST
Austin Kleon

YOUR CAREER IN ANIMATION
David Levy

COMPUTER  
ARTS PRESENTS

Look out for The Design 
Career Handbook – your 
essential guide to building  
a successful creative career  
– on sale from 8 August.

COMPUTER  
ARTS PRESENTS...

Our other handbooks deliver 
everything you need to succeed 
as a professional creative. Print 
and digital editions are available:  
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/
design

THE DESIGN STUDIO HANDBOOK
YOUR DEFINITIVE GUIDE  
TO RUNNING A THRIVING 
CREATIVE BUSINESS
Pro advice for starting and running 
a design studio, from balancing the 
books to building client relationships, 
winning work and more. 

THE SELF-PROMO HANDBOOK
YOUR DEFINITIVE GUIDE  
TO WINNING MORE WORK  
Tips and tricks for all aspects from 
using word of mouth to developing 
a digital following, staging your own 
show and more. 

THE FREELANCE HANDBOOK
YOUR DEFINITIVE GUIDE 
TO BEING YOUR OWN BOSS  
Advice for succeeding as a freelancer 
in the design industry, from setting 
rates and managing time to getting 
noticed and avoiding burnout.

THE DESIGN  
STUDENT HANDBOOK
YOUR DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO 
BREAKING INTO THE INDUSTRY 
Kick-start your design education, get 
that essential real-world experience 
and hit the ground running when 
you graduate.
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JEFFREY BOWMAN
Illustrator and designer
Norway-based designer, illustrator 
and educator Jeff is the creative 
mastermind behind the brilliant 
chapter opening illustrations found 
throughout this special issue.
www.jeffrey-bowman.com

TOM DENNIS 
Design writer and editor
Ex-Computer Arts staffer Tom 
has been writing for the magazine 
and its sister titles for more than five 
years, editing, commissioning and 
interviewing the likes of Neville Brody, 
Stefan Sagmeister and David Carson.

MICHAEL BURNS 
Design expert 
Design writer Michael wrote our 
showreel chapter. He has over 15 
years’ experience covering the creative 
industries for major publications in the 
areas of broadcast, film and design. 
www.firedbydesign.com

LAWRENCE ZEEGEN
Design writer and illustrator
Dean of the School of Design at 
London College of Communication 
at the University of the Arts London, 
Lawrence is also an ilustrator and 
the author of six design books.
www.zeegen.com

Special 
thanks to... 
A selection of contributors to 
The Portfolio Handbook 

SARAH RAPP 
Community manager, Behance
Sarah took time out from keeping 
Behance’s network of creatives 
engaged and acting as ambassador 
for the showcase platform to share 
some pro pearls of portfolio wisdom. 
www.behance.net
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P R E S E N T S

Your definitive guide to  
presenting your work with impact

100 pages of industry insight and expert advice 
for assembling the perfect creative portfolio, 
whether you’re looking to win new work or 

climb the career ladder.


